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Abstract. A description of deterministic context-free languages by some kind of finitely generated 
right-congruences (the sets of relations generating such right-congruences are called controlled 
rewtiting systems or c-systems) has been given previously. In the first part of this paper, we study 
several decision problems on c-systems, namely the confluence problem, the equivalence problem, 
the refinement problem, the class equivalence problem and the class inclusion problem. In the 
second part of the paper, we deduce, from the main theorem given previously, a characterisation 
of dcIIs by means of finitely generated congruences (the sets of relations generating such congruen- 
ces are now ordinary finite semi-Thue systems). We study three decision problems on finite 
semi-Thue systems, namely the class equivalence problem, the word problem for the syntactic 
congruence of one class and the partial confluence problem. All the problems are investigated in 
several classes of c-systems or semi-Thue systems. For every class we give an answer which may 
be “yes” (the problem is decidable), “no” (the problem is undecidable) or “eq” which means 
that the ,Troblem is recursively equivalent to the equivalence problem for dpda. 
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1. Introdwtion 
The notion of a controJ!ed rPwritip-,g syctem (c-system) was introduced in [12] 
and [ 141 in connection with forma! language theory. In [36] the results of [ 151 were 
improved in the following way: it is established that the deterministic cfls are exactly 
those languages which can be defined as [RI,, where R is a rational language and 
& s is the right-congruence generated by a basic, confluent, strictly length-reducing, 
finite c-system S. 
A finite c-system over an alphabet X is a part S of X* x X* x X* which can be 
decomposed as a finite union: S = U:_‘=, Ri x (ui} x {vi} where the Hi are rational 
sets and Ui, vi are words. Such a c-system defines a reduction 1-s : f t-s g iff f = r,ViS, 
g = riUiS for some i E [ 1, n], ri E Ri and s E X*. The equivalence relation (+s (I !-;I)*, 
noted As, is the right-congruence generated by S. This type of right-congruence 
generalises the congruences generated by a finite semi-Thue system (this is clear) 
or by a rational semi-Thue system (this is shown here). The restriction “basic” 
mentioned above is a combinatorial property which is defined in [25] for semi-Thue 
systems and generalised in [ 521 to c-systems. 
First we investigtite for c-systems some decision problems which have already 
been investigated for finite [25,26], rational [27,28,24] or context-free [ 101 semi- 
Thue systems. These problems are the confluence problem, the equivalence problem, 
the refinement problem, If-- L 1c ciass equivalence probiem and the class inclusion 
problem (see in Section these problems 
know, c-systems have 
[24] cited 
while we the Proposition same 
problem 
form [RI,, (where R is rational 
and is a basic, confluent, icngth-reducing, rational semi-Thue syst=mj and one 
dcfl is 
to decision 
is also It 
c-systems (this last problem is an instance of what we called the “class equivalence 
pa-sblem” for basic, confluent, length-reducing, finite c-systems). 
In the second part we deal with the classical notion of a finite semi-Thue system. 
Our starting point is Theorem 5.12 which gives some new links between dcfls and 
finite semi-Thue systems. In 1321 is defined *. rotion of a “left-basic” semi-Thue 
system which generalises the notion of a “basic” semi-Thue system and remains 
scfficient to ensure context-freeness of the classes: every class for a congruence 
generated by a lefd-basic, length-decreasing, confluent, finite semi-Thue system is a 
dcfl (Theorem 7.4 of [32]). Theorem 5.12 gives a characterisation of dcfls by means 
of congruences generated by left-basic, length-decreasing, confluent, finite semi-Thue 
systems. This result leads to the recursive equivalence of the mm*---’ ~A*~L.L~~~ &b.rl&l UI &#YLpI * UI~AI~~ 
problem for dcflt, with any one of the three following problems (Theorem 5.17): 
(1) the equivalence problem for a strict subfamily of the family of dcfls: namely 
the family of languages of the form [_f]+ for some word f and some left-basic, 
length-decreasing, confluent, finite semi-Thue system S; 
(2) the word problem for the syntactic congruence of a language in the subfamily 
described above; 
(3) the prob!em of whether (j’>+ = [jj+ where S is a left-basic, length- 
decreasing, finite semi-Thue system (here (f)+ denotes {g E X*, g FJ}, i.e. the 
set of ancestors off); we call this last problem the partial confluence problem. 
Here we describe the notation, give some technical definitions and some basic 
results about deterministic pushdown automata (Section 2.1), mrite automata (Sec- 
tion 2.21, congruences (Section 2.3) and controlled rewriting systems (Section 2.4). 
2.1. Deterministic pushdown automata 
A deterministic pushdown automaton is a sextuple A = (X, Y, Q, 4 g,js yo> where 
X, Y, Q are three finite sets called, respectivelv. the input-alphabet, he stack-alphabet 
and the @‘states. d, transition function, is YQ (X u (e)) + 
Y*Q. cd is such that, every yq YQ, there exists XE x) 
defined d( yq, E) is undefined. q. is the initial state of yoe is the initial 
stack-symboi of call conjguration of every wq where Y* and 
Q. think of as the stack content its topmost symbol on 
right. to a vacuous stack-content and a state 
q. We call zq E ( Y v {E}) e ration wq is 
defined by 
if w = W’Z~ where a 
e call e-mode yq E such 
is a 
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call e-free mode every mode zq E ( Y u (E))Q which is not an g:-molde (i.e. every zg 
such t;rat either z = E or zq is a reading-mode or Cur every XE X u {c:), d(zq, x) is 
undefined). Let q, q’E Q, w, W’E Y*, YE Y, f~ X* and Q E X u {E}; we note 
(wyq, af) I-~ (ww’q’,J) if d(yq, a) = w’q’. F-4 is the reflexive and transitive closure 
of l--A. For every wq, w’qc Y*Q and JE X*, we note wtjr -fA w’q’ iff 
(wq, f) PA fw’q’, E). The underscript A will be omitted when no confusion is 
possible. We note wq i-1-5 w’q’ iff wq --“/A w’q’ and the mode of w’q’ is E-free (in 
other words, ifE 4 starting with configuration wq, can read f without reaching a 
Eoop and stops its longest calculus (reading this fixed word f) in configuration w’q’). 
Given a set F of modes, the language accepted by 1% with set of final modes F is 
L(A, F)-{f~X*(3c~ Y*Q,y,q$ c and mode (C)E F}. 
A 
A language L c X* is said to be deterministic (resp. strict deterministic) context-free 
iff there exists a dpda A and a set of final modes F c ( Y u (e})Q (resp. F c Q) 
such that L = L(A, Fj. 
We recall that the equivalence problem for dpda consists of determining, given 
two dpda A,, AZ and sets of final modes F, , Fz, whether the languages L(A,, #, Fi) 
and L(A2, F2) are equal. Though this probiem has been shown to be decidable for 
some subclasses of dpda [38,32,35-J, it is still unknown whether the general problem 
is decidable or not. 
2.2. Finite automata 
A Jinite automaton is a Stuple B = (X, Q, q_, d, Q+) where X, Q are finite sets 
called, respectively, the input-alphabet and the set of states, Q+ T the set of ter,minal 
states is a subset of Q, q_ E Q is the initial state of B, and d, the transition function, 
is a mapping 
d:Qx(Xu(g})+.P(Q). 
B is said to be deterministic iff 
la) VqE Q, d(q, 4=lb; 
(2) Vq E Q, Vx E X, (d(q, x)! =S 1. 
A deterministic finite automaton B is said to be complete iff 
(3) vq E Q, VIE X Id(q, x>l= 1. 
We shall call calculus of B, every finite sequence C = qo, x,, ql, . . . , xi, qi,. . . , x,, 
$7, such that n E N; for every i E [ 1, n], xi E X u {E}; for every i E [O, nl, qi E Q; and 
for every &IO, n - 11. qi+ E d(q,_ .x,~ !L If _f= xlxz . . Y;. .Y,._~ we note qo+fqn. In 
rthe case where B is deterministic, we use the notation qO. f = q,,. 
Given a s&set Q’ of Q, the language recognised by 63 with Q’ as set of terminal 
‘), is 
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e use the notation L( ) is the language recognised by 
call regular (or rational) language over X, every language e over X such that there 
exists a finite automaton recognising L. 
21.3. Congruences 
Let (A&.) be a monoid and let 5% be an equivalence relation OR 
the following properties: 
We consider 
VXE M,,~E VZE M, x%y ==$ x&?y.z (1) 
VXE M,Vye M, Vdze M, xBy + xxBz.y. (2) 
We say that 3 is a right-congruence (resp. left-congruence) iff .% full% property 
(I) (resp. (2)). ??e say that 9? is a congruence iii % is both a right-congruence and 
a left-congruence. 
2.3. Controlled rewriting systems 
2.4.1. General properties of reductions 
Let E be a set and let I- be a binary relation which we call direct reduction. We 
shall follow the framework of [21]. Hence we shall consider the binary relations 
i-’ (for every i BO), F, K The relation I--’ will l% denoted by + (or sometimes 
by -I). We call it the direct derivation. 
l%e relation i- u 4’ is denoted by *. The three relations F, +, A are called, 
respectively, the reduction, the derivation and the equivalence generated by I-. 
About I- we consider the properties of bein conjluent, locally confluent, Church- 
Rosser, noetherian, as they are defined in [2? 3. 
An element e E E is said to be t---irreduf.ible (or irreducible modulo t ) ifI there 
is no e’ such that e I- e’. We denote by Irr(t) the set of all elements which are 
irreducible modulo t-. e is said to be t--reducible (or reducible modulo I-) iff there 
exists some e’ such that e t- e’. 
Let A be a subset of E. We use the following notation: 
(R),={e~ EI3aEA,a *, e}, 
[AICL,=(eE E13aEA.,a 4% e). 
Vk X%X11 the classical 1emTma. 
a. Let t- be a noetherian reductim on E. k- is con&em ifl.for every e E E, 
i[e]&+ f-7 Isr(l--)I = I. 
Let us now con er the particular case where E = 
by some alphabet t- is said to be l-reducing (+PEP. 
(resp. reduces strictly) t e length, that is, 
the free monoi 
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In the following we use the aUr -&brevation “strict” for “strictly l-reducing”. A valuation 
over X* is an homomorphism v : (X”,.) - (N, +) such that, for every x E X, V(X) # 0. 
t- is said to be v-reducing (resp. strictly v-reducing) ifI there exists a valuation Y 
over X* such that I- reduces (resp. strictly reduces) the valuation of the words, 
that is, 
Vf E X*, Vgt X*, f I- g*v(fP v(g) (resp. v(f)> v(g)). 
In the following we use the abbrevation “v-strict” for “strictly v-reducing”. 
2.4.2. Con trolied rewriting systems 
The notion of a controlled rewriting system over an alphabet X can be considered 
as an extension of the notion of a semi-Thee system over X: to each rule u ---* v is 
associated a set cf words K (u, v) which is the set of left-contexts where the rule 
can be applied. This means that a word pus can be rewritten pus only when the 
left-context p belongs to K (24, v). In the special case where K( u, v) is the whole 
set X*, we obtain the classical notion of a semi-Thue system. Let us formally define 
this type of rewriting system. 
A controlled rewriting system over the alphabet X is a subset S of X ’ x X” x X’. 
Every element (I, u, v) of S is called a rule of S. The direct reduction generated by 
S (noted t-,) is defined as follows: for every J g E X*, f ks g is there exist 
:i, -* 
\F c _ -5 .-I ._ - v* ..;=,t *I_-* r 1. .--_-I 
cr,iijcz: aliu 32/x 3U~ll LildL J - 1US J;;Ci g - ks. 
XII, -c._r 
77-L 3”J 
4L,c CL,, ,..I, /l *J 73) &Ala& LllL 1 UIL \., c+, b , 
applies on f and leads from f to g. The relations Fs (reduction generated by S), 
*, s (derivation generated by S) are then deduced from t-s as described in Section 
2.4.1. One can check that r*\ s is the smallest right-congruence containing the set 
{(lu, Iv))ll,,r,V,ti,. We then call ,*, s the right-congruence generated by S. 
2.4.3. Classes of controlled rewriting systems 
Let %Z,, Vi2 be two classes of languages. Let us denote by %7,(-X) the set of languages 
over the alphabet X which beiong to the class %i (for i E { 1,2}). We Call YZI -%J 
decomposition ovei X every finite set D = { Li x (ui> x v}icil_n] such that for every 
iE [l, i?], Li E Z,(X), Ui E X *, Vi E Z2( X). Each element Li x {u,] X Vi of D is called 
a component of D. To such a decomposition D we associate the controlled rewriting 
system 
rj= U Lix{14i}x V** 
ir [ I.ri] 
We say that a controlled rewriting system S is a %$t& Controlled rewriting system 
rR there exists a %,-%, decomposition D such that S = d. D is theh said to be a 
Ce, -V?? decomposition oi S. 
‘We mention below some classes of controlled rewriting systems which have 
et, Rat, Fin, respe 
#t-free, r&3na8 an 
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The notion of a Ret-Fin c-system has been defined in 1121, where the author uses 
this notion as a tool for testing the equivalence of simple grammars. It is noted in 
[14] that the sy~cr;,s dsed in [82] * ;:*-,“c -n5L;_+ C_g&-3~‘& In [ 14, 15, X4], is studied 
the notion of a at-Fin c-system in relation to the notion of a context-free and 
deterministic context-free language. The rational semi-Thue systems, studied in 
127,281, are a special kind of Rat-Rat c-system and the context-free s i-Thue 
systems studied in [to] are a special kind of Rat-Alg c-system. A result of shows 
that every Fin- at c-system generates a reduction wlaicn is a rational transduction. 
e results obtained in the above references lead us to focus on Rat-Rat c-systems 
and Rat-Fin c-systems. In the following we call rational c-system (resp. Jinif~ 
c-system) every Rat-Rat c-system (resp. every Rat-Fin c-system). Sometimes we also 
use the expression “regular c-system” for rational c-system. We shall also call 
rational decomposition (resp. finite decomp o&ion) every Rat-Rat decomposition 
(resp. every Rat-Fin decomposition). 
A&& Properties of con trolled rewriting systems 
Let S be a c-system. We shall say that S is confluent, iocaliy coniiuent, Church- 
Rosser, noetherian, strictly l-reducing, l-reducing, strictly v-reducing,. :‘-reducing, 
when the reduction l---s has the corresponding property (as defined in Section 24.1). 
We shall also use the notation “Irr(S)” instead of “Irr(l--S)“g we shall say that a 
word f is S-irreducible (resp. S-reducible) when f is t-s-irreducible (resp. t-_s- 
reducibie). 
In addition we define here some combinatorial properties which really depend 
on the system S (and not on the reduction l-s only). 
2.2. efinition. Let us consider the following conditions about a c-system S: 
(Cl) for every rule (r, u, v), (r’, u’, v’) E S and every s’ E X”, 
ru = r’v’s’ and Irl s Ir’l=+ls’l = 0 and Irl = Ir’l; 
(C2) for every rule (r, u, v), (r’, u’, v’) E S and every s’ E X*, 
ru -- r’v’s’ and Irl> Ir’lals’l= 0 or lr’v’l s Irl; 
(C3) for every ruie (r, u, v), (r’, u’, v’) E S and every s E X*, 
ru.4; = r’v’ and Irl< Ir’l+lrul s Ir’l. 
S is said to be left-basic ig’F it fulfils (Cl) and (C2), 
S is said to be right-basic iff it fulfls (Cl) and (C3), 
S is said to be basic iff it f~ulfls (Cl), (C2) and (C3). 
Each condition Ci( i E [ 1,3]) can be considered as the prohibition of some ty 
of configuration involving two rules (r, u, v), (r’, u’, v’) of S. 
conditioq. :Cl): (C 1) expresses that the configuration in , 
ru = r’v’s’ with 0 < ls’i and Irl < Ir’l. In others words, a left-hand side of a rule canno 
strictly embed a right-hand side. 
Condition(C2): (C2) ex Fesses that the c 
ru = r’v’s’ where 0 < Is’] and lr’l < Ir] ( Ir’v’l. 
ot have a lest-factor overla 
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Fig. l(a). 
r 
rt V’ S’ 
Fig. l(b). 
r' V’ 
Fig. 1 (c). 
Condition(C3): (C3) expresses that the configuration in Fig. 1 (c) is impossible: 
rus = r’~’ with iri < iri; < 1 ml. In other words, a left-hand side of rule cannot have a 
right-factor overlapped by some right-hand side of rule. 
These definitions were stated in [ 12,151 and originated in earlier works 
about finite semi-Thue systems [25,16,11]. It appears that the noCon of a basic 
system is central to the study of the links bet-ween context-free languages and 
congruences. 
We shall also consider the following property: a c-system S is said to be strongly 
icjective iff, for every rule (r, u, v), (r’, u’, v’) oi S and every s E X”, rvs = r’v% 
(r. u, v) = (r’, u’, v’). In other words, S is strongly injective iff at most one rule can 
apply on a given word. This property implies that the derivation I-~ is injective in 
the sense that if f’ks h and g I-~ h then f = g, It is straightforward that every 
strongly-injective c-system S is confluent (because +s is strongly confluent in the 
sense of [21]). 
24.5. Finite and rational semi-Thue systems 
A semi-Thue system over the alphabet X is, by definition, a subset T of X* x X*. 
hen this set T is finite, T is said to be a jinite semi-77zue system. A semi-Thue 
system T over X is said to be rational iff it can be written as T = l._!~=, (Ui) x F/;: 
where n is some integer, each Ui is a word over X and eclch Vi is a rational subset 
of X*. every semi-Thue syste over we can naturally associate a c-system 
over by setting 
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or equivalently, T = * x T. It is then obvious that the direct reductions I-~* k-5 
are equal (where I-F is defined in Section 2.4.2 and t-T is defined as usual, provided 
we think of t-T as the rewriting relation aSSOciated with a “from right to left” use 
fiF ttra 9.,.1-r.\ WE c11ti lUlbz9). Heiicc, one of both systems T, + ‘- 1 IS coufiuent (resp. locally ConRuent, 
Church-Rosser, noet erian, strict, l-reducing, v-reducing) iff the other has the same 
property. 
In addition we shall say that T is left-basic (resp. right-basic, basic) when ?= is 
left--basic (resp. right-basic, basic) in the sense of Definition 2.2. This definition of 
the notion of a basic semi-Thue system coincides, except for some slight d 
with the definition of [32]. One can notice that every monadic or special semi 
system is basic (thy J~ types tif stnr&Thue system are investigated in several articles, 
see for example [I& 28,10,3] and see [9] for a more comp!ete bibliography). 
controlled rewriting syste 
3.1. Deterministic context-free 1angtAages and c-systems 
The main result which motivates our study of c-systems is the following. 
Let L be a language over a finite alphabet X. L is deterministic 
context-free iff there exists a regular set R over X and a c-system S over X such that 
S is basic, confluent, strict, finite and L = CR& 
The fact that every language [RI,, (where R is regular and S is a basic, confluent, 
strict, finite c- system) is deterministic context-free is proved in [IS]. The converse 
is proved in [36]. This theorem remains true when we substitute the word “left-basic” 
for the -word “basic” and (or) substitute the word “strongly injective” for the word 
“confluent”. Dn one hand, the proof of [15] is given for left-basic, confluent, strict, 
finite c-systems. On the other hand, the proof of [36] produces a c-system which is 
basic, strongly injective, strict and finite. 
lement [36]. When L is prefix-free, R can be chosen finite and prefix-free. 
3.2. Rational and finite c-systems 
It is clear that the class of rationai c-systems contains strictly the class of finite 
c-systems. The main result of this section is Lemma 3.6 which shows that the 
corresponding classes of right-congruent es are equal, even when we consider the 
restrictions “confluent” or “strongly injective and left-basic”. The consideration of 
rational _ c-systems will nevertheless be useful in Sectio 
3.2.1. A normal decomposition for strongly injective rational c-systems 
rational decomposition 
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3.3. 
sition. 
a. Every strongly inJectiue rational c-system has a normal rational decompo- 
. Let .S be a strongly injective rational c-system defined by a rational decompo- 
sition D, = (Ri x (U,}X vjirfl,nl. We note U = {Ui}icll,‘l] and for every tc E U we 
consider 
K(U)= u RixF. 
i)ua =u 
Hence K(u) is a recogiqisable subset of X* x X*. It is well-known that every 
recognisable subset of X* x X* can be written as a finite disjoint union of Cartesian 
roducts of reguiar subsets of X*. Therefore, 
P(l4) 
K(U)= lJ Hj(U)X Y(U) 
j=1 
where p(u) E N, H,(U), Wj( U) are regular subsets of X* and if 1 <j <j’s p( u) then 
(Hj(U)X M$(u))n(H,*(~)x Y*(U))=@. 
Let D = (Hi(u) X U X &(U)},, c,,lsj<p(u) and let us check that D is normal. Let j, j’ 
be integers and U, U’E U such that 
H,(U). W$(U)n Hj*(ti’). ~jl(u’)f~. 
This means that there exist h E H;(U), w E W$(u). h’E Hj*( U’), W’E Wje( u’) such that 
hw = h’w’. AS S is strongly-injective, (h, 14, W) = (h’, u’, w’). Hence Hi(u) x Wj(U) 
and H,*(U) x Wj*( U) have a common element, so they must be equal. Thus, 
(Hi(u), u, ~(U>)=(H~*(u’), U’, Wjt(U’))* q 
3.2.2. Transformation of a rational c-system into an equivalentjinite c-system 
We define here a transformation @, mapping every rational decomposition D 
into a finite decomposition G(D) such that ,*, b = 6 dtD). Then we establish that 
@ maps every decomposition of a strict and confluent rational c-system into a 
decomposition of a strict and confluent finite c-system. Qi also maps every decomposi- 
tion of a strongly-injective and left-basic rational c-system into a decomposition of 
a strongly-injective and left-basic finite c-system. 
In order to define @ we introduce new binary relations associated with a c-system. 
If SC X*X X* x X* is a c-system, we define the binary relation ksr over X* by 
J l-sr g iff f = rv and g = ru for some rule (r, u, v) E S, Y’IIc relations I+: + sr are 
then called, respectively, the right-linear reduction and the right-linear derivation 
generated by S. S is said to be r-srrongly injective iff, for every rule (r, u, v), (r’, u’, v’), 
“v ;= r’v’&Jr 1n .,I = /-’ -’ 1.9 -9 ‘I \c , ii’, 0’). These definitions can be applied tg a semi-Thue 
system T by considering the associated c-system 7 = X* x T (see Section 2.4.5). 
. For every Jinitr c-system S, I%r is a rational transi.k&ion. 
i-Thue system which 
tet each seL Ri (req. 
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Let US consider some finite c-system S = Ur= 1 Ri x {ui} x {vi}. We shall xake the 
technical assumption that FOr every &Cl, n], Uif E and Ui# E. Let 
KQ,!?-JJ?)b e a finite, deterministic, complete automaton such that, for every 
i E [ 1, n], there exists a subset 0: c Q “recognising” pii in the sense that Ri = 
L(B, 0:). We define a new alphabet 
define a left sequential mapping cp:X*+ Y* and a omomorphism $ = 
Y* + X* as follows: 
4p is computed by the left tranducer (see definition in [S, p. %I), B = (X, Y, Q, q_), 
which has the same input-alphabet, set of states, initial state and transition function 
. 
as B and has the following output function A: 
VqEQ,VxEX, h(q,x)=[q,x,q’] whereq’=d(q,x). 
For every [q, x, s’l, Mq, x, s’l) = x. 
We say that a word w E Y* is monotonous iff every factor [q, , xl, qi][q2, x2, qi] of 
w is such that qi = q2. We define a finite semi-Thue system S’ by 
s’={(Q,p)E Y*X Y*13iE[l,n], q(a)=Ui, Cp(p)=Vi, Ly, /3 are 
monotonous and the first letter of cy, /3, respectively [ql, x, , qi], 
19 v7 qi], are such that q1 = q2 and q, E Q’). 29 -*._9 
We assert that +,r= rl, 0 F+o 50. hence the property that I+ is a rational transduc- 
tion follows from the same property in the case of the finite semi-Thue system S’. El 
We leave it to the reader to adapt this proof in the case where there exists i E [ 1 i n] 
such that ui z E or vi = E. 
3.5. Lemma. A lal:puage L c X* is regular ifl there exists a strict, r-strongly injective 
finite semi-Tbue system S and a jinite set of words W such that L = ( Wj+ = [ W&. 
This lemma is proved in 1171. We restate the details of this proof because we 
need them in the definition of @. 
. On one hand, let us suppose that L = ( W)Asr where W is finite. By Le 
3.4, A,, (the reverse of Fsr) is a rational transduction. Hence L. the image o 
by the rational transduction +I, is rational. On the other hand, let us suppose 
that L is ional. Let = ,_ bc its syntactic left-congruence. Let =S b hiC 
order on 
- _ _-. 
? We define a maata?lng !clL :X + -+ X” by pa,(,j.) = g for 
every hE_X*JfsLh=+g<h. Let kL = maxfEX*{lPL( n, be an integer such 
that rz,Ni,+l. We define 
15’ is finite arrd strongly injective, 
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We are ready now to define the mapping @. Let D = { i X (Ui) X Vl.}iE[l,nj be a 
regular decomposition. Let n 1 =max(Uy=1 {kV,, lUil})+ I. Let §i and Wi be the finite 
semi-Thue system and the finite set of words associated with the language Vi and 
the integer n, by the proof of Lemma 3.5. Let 
‘ie define @(Dj 
= 3,(D) v Q2( D). 
. Let D be a rational decomposition defining a strict rational c-system 0. 
en G(D) is a finite decomposition dejbing a strict finite c-system &( D) such that: 
(1) G?fi=& dlD) and Irr( D) = Irr( 6( D)); 
is conjluent if&D) is confluent; 
(3) if b is left-basic, strongly injective and D is a normal tational decomposition, 
then b(D) is left-basic and strongly injective. 
roof. (1) Let us prove point (1). 
(a) Let (k, g, d) be a rule of&,(D). Then (k, g, d) is also a rule of D, so kg -0 kd. 
Let(Sg,d)bearuleof6,(D).ThenkERi(Vl,a,-’)and(g,d)=(at,P>~Siforsome 
i E [ 1, n]. There exist ri E Rig p E ViQ-1, Vi E Vi, tii E Vi such that 
k=rip, pa=vi, pfl = Ci* 
Hence kg = ripcu = rivi ~-b riui +b ri6i = rip@ = kd. Therefore kg ++ b kd. We can con- 
clude that ,*, +(D) c I*\ ~j. 
(b) Let us prove the reverse inclusion. Let (r, u, v) be a rule of D, which is in a 
component Ri x { Ui} x Vi for some i E [ 1, n]. There exists some Wi E Wi such that 
v Fsr wi. Hence ‘uF~,(D) mi.(r, U, wi) is a rule of &l(D), SO that rWi+d,(D) r~. 
Finaily rt) l-+(D) M. 
We can conclude that k-gc ~4~~;. Together with (a) we obtain the equality 
&o= +b(D,* In addition we see that Irr( & D)) c Irr(D). Conversely, every word 
containing a redex of @(D), contains a redex of D, hence Irr( & D)! = Irr( D). 
(2) By Lemma 24 for every regular (resp. finite) c-system T which is noetherian, 
the property of confluence depends only on the relatiorl 6 T and the set Irr( Tj. b 
) are strictly l-reducing, hence noetherian, they generate the same 
equivalence relation and have the same irreducible words. Hence they are either 
uent or both non-confluent. 
us suppose that D is left-basic, strongly injective and that is a normal 
rational decomposition. 
is also strongly injective. Let (k, g, d 1, (k’, g’, HA') 
* such that kds = k’d’. we Qenotc 5-j 
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Case 1.2: There exist i,j E [ 1, PI], ri E Ipi, Wi E 5 yj E Rj, V’E *, vj, Bj E Vj SUCK that 
k= ri, g= &7 d = Wi 
k’ = rjv’, ,‘g’ -_ vj, v’d’= fij_ 
AS d is strongly injective, (rip Ui, Wi) = (5, uj, fij)* But Wi E Wi+l;U,l s II, - 1 while 
I 
Id I = nl. This is in contradiction with the equality Wi = fij. 
P _Q?i”3c 2.1: 333. simiiar arguments, this case is also impossible. 
Case 2.2: Gere exist i, jE [I, n], ri E Ri, Vi, tii E x, V, VrC )i’* 9 5 E Rj, VJ, fij E !< 
such that 
k = riv, vg = Vi, vd = Oi 
k’= qV’, V’g’= Vj, V’d’ = 4. 
AS b is strongly injective, (r’, U’, 6’) = (5, Uj, 4). IdI = Id’1 = n,, hence d = d’. D is 
normal, SO (Ri, ui, Vi)=(Rj, Uj, vj) and hence g=g’=pv,(d)=pv,(d’). 
(b) Let us prove now that &(D) is left-basic. The conjunction of conditions (Cl) 
and (C2) of Definition 2.2 can be summarised as: for all elementary rules (k, g, d), 
(k’, g’, d’) and every word S’ E X*, if kg = k’d’s’ then (Is’1 = 0 and lgl s ld’l) or 
IS’] 2 lg]. Let us consider two rules of 6(D), (k, g, d ), (k’, g’, d’) and a word Sk X* 
such that kg = k’d’s’. As above we distinguish four cases. 
Case 1.1: (k, g, d) and (k’, g’, d’) are rules of d, hence (IS’] =O and ]g] s ldl) or 
Is’1 GJ3 lgl* 
Case 1.2: There exist i, jE [i, n], ri E izi, Wi E Wi, 5 E Rj, V’E X”, Vj, isj E l$ SUCh that 
k= ri, g= ui9 d = wi 
k’= rp’, 
AS riUi = rjvjb’ and S is left-basic, (IS’1 =O and luil s lvji) or IS’1 2 luil. AS lui] s n, - 1~ 
n, = Id’1 we can conclude that (IS’] = 0 and ]ui] < ld’l) or ]S’la Iti’]. 
Case 2,l: ThfZT &St is jE [I, f?], r, C, R,, f+, E !?,, Z’E X”, l,‘i, Ci E Vi, ‘y;, 4 E y SUCk 
that 
k = riv vg = Vi, z!d = Ci 
k’=q, g’= uj, d’=wj. 
AS S is strong!y injective ( ri, Ui, Vi) = (5, uj, wj) and IS’] ~0. AS g is a SU~EX of d’ we 
have ]gls jd’l. 
Case 2.2: There exist i, je [l, n], ri E Wi, 5 G Rj, V, V’E X*, Vi, G’ E B/i, Vi: C’E y 
such that 
k = riv, vg = vi, vd = Ci 
iS strongly injective, (ri, Ui, ??i) = (8;y Ujai, Cj) and IS’1 = 
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med. Lemma 3.6 shows that in general, strict regular c-systems have the same 
power as strict finite c-systems and that this result remains true when we add the 
restrictions “confluent” or “strongly injective and left-basic”. 
3.3. Leftmost ction generated 6y a c-system 
Let S be a c-system over the alphabet X. We call redex of S, every pair (r, U) E 
X* x X* such that there exists some u E X* such that (r, u, v) E S. 
A redex (r, v) is called leftmost iff 
(1) no proper prefix of PV is S-reducible; 
(2) no proper suffix 2“ of v is such that rv = r’v’ and (r’, v’) is a redex (we call 
proper piefix i rest. wtfiw ) nf 2 mmd ,‘: *-ry 9 E X* such that there exists u E X* 
with j = VU (resp. f = uv) and such that v f f). 
Let us fix some total ordering relation d over X* (for example, =G can be the 
hierarchic ordering relation deduced from some lexicographic ordering). 
We say that the rule ( r, u, v) E S is leftmost iff 
(1) (r, v) is a leftmost redex 
(2) for every rule (r, u’, v) E S, u =G u’. 
The direct leftmost reduction generated by S, noted !-ls is defked by: for every 
J g E X”, f l-is g iff there exists some leftmost rule (r, u, v) and some word s E X* 
such that f = rvs and g = rus. 
We denote by LMR(S) the set of all leftmost rules of S. Clearly, LMR(S) is also 
a c-system and t-is = I--~~(~). In the next lemma we show that LMR(S) inherits 
some properties of S. 
3.7. ma. (1) LMR(S) is strongly injective; 
(2) if S is left-basic ( resp. basic) then LM R( S) is left-basic ( resp. baste); 
(3) if S is strict then LMR( S) is strict; 
(4) if S is rational then LMR(S) is rational; 
(5) if S is finite then LMR( S) is $ni:e; 
(6) Irr( S) = Irr( LMR( S)); 
(7) fl”.? * IS strict and confluent then ,*, s = ,*, LMR( s1. 
rum oint (1) is straightforward. Points (2) and (3) are consequences of the 
inclusion LMR(S) c S. In order to prove point (4) let us consider some rational 
decomposition D = {W’ >i: {u’} x Vi)icF,,nl of the r~io;sal c-systc;-G S. 
For every u E X*, we sjcf~e several subsets of X* x X*: 
LMK(S, u) = {(r, v) E X* x X*( (r, u, v) E LMR(S)} 
E,(S, u) = [(r’, r”v)1 rk X”, r”E X’, v E X”, (r’r”, u, v) E S} 
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One can easily check that for every u E X*, 
LMK(S, u) = u ix vi--(E,(s, M)U &(s, U)LJ &(s, U)). 
i(u,=u 
In order to prove that LMR(S) is a rational c-system, it is sulhcient to prove that 
for every u E X*, K(S, u) is recognisable. By the equality above, it is sufficient 
to prove that for every cu E (I, 2,3}, E,(S, u) is recognisnble. 
Case where LY = 1: For every f E [ 1, n j, there exists an integer I(i) and rational 
languages lYi,k (k E [I, I(i)]), Wi,& (k E [I, r(i)]), SUCh P'n~i 
I(i) 
{(r’, r”) E X* X X*1 r’r”E RI) = IJ Hi,k X Wi,k 
k=l 
(we leave the proof of this fact to the reader). Hence 
Iti) 
w% u) = ” c” Hi,k X Wi,JVi iI 11, = 14 k-1 ) 
so that E(S, u) is recognisable. 
Cases where Q! = 2 or cy = 3: These cases are easy and we leave them to the reader. 
Hence point (4) of the lemma is proved. 
In order to prove point (5), let us consider some finite c-system 
S= fi Rix{u~}x{Vi}. 
i=I 
By point (41, LMR(S) is rational. Hence LMR(S) = UC1 pci x (MI} x Wj where Kjq 
Wj are raticnal. But LMR(S) c S, hence for every j E [ 1, m], c (Utlic[l,n] SO that 
LlWt(Sj is finite. 
Point (6: is true because, if some rule of S applies on a word J then there exists 
some leftmost rule of S applying on J 
Let us prove point (7). It is clear that ,*, LMR(S)C As l NOW, let f, g E X* 
thatf A s g. ks LMR( S) is there exist x g E Irr( LMR( S)) such thatf .? 
and g g. By point (6), 1 g E AS f ~~~,-lF--rr(S), 
conclude that f= 8. Hence f 6 LMR(s) g. Cl 
3.4. Tota! rohrtinn gerrera?ed hy a conjluent, strict c-system . --M-“..V,. 
Let S be a con uent, strict c-system over X. 
WI + n Irr(S) ha ne element only. Let us denote by 
,,,-a unrlrrrtirrm *E C’ t&m mTar_e%-l-,e n lUIMI bk*Alr+bL*VD‘ “1 ” c.aw rrruppi_*b “3. 
Sakarovitch has shown [32] that w 
semi-Thue system, 8, preserves ratinflality. 
ere 
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3.8. Theorem. If S is a ?eft-bnsic, confluent, strict, finite controlled rewriting system 
over X and R is a rational subset of X”, then e,(R) is also rational. 
(inspired from [32]). The proof of Theorem 3 in [Is], shows that 
there exists a dpda A = (X, Y, Q, d, qo, yo) which “computes” 8, in the sense that, 
if Yo40 -‘fA wq then e,(f) = q( w)#(q) where q is a literal homomorphism Y* + X* 
and J/ is a mapping Q+ X *. But the mapping cy, sending the word f on the 
configuration wg reached by A when reading f, pres erves rationality [ 201. Hence 
% ?recemPti ratI,sfiaiity. ll 
emark. By Lemma 3.7, points (l), (2), (4), (7), every left-basic, confluent, 
strict rationai c-system S defines the same total reduction as some left-basic, strongly 
injectke, strict, rational c-system T (it suffices to take T = LMR( S)). By Lemma 3.6, 
points (l), (‘P), this c-system T defines the same total reduction as some left-basic, 
strongly injective strict, fini ?e c-system S’. Hence Theorem 3.8 remains true when 
we replace the notion of finite c-system by the notion of rational c-system. 
4. Some decisions roblems about strict finite c-systems 
4. i:. Summary of the problems 
The notion of a finite c-system is a generalisation of that of a fini+ semi-Thue 
system, the notion of an eqtivalence re!ation generated by a finite c-system gen- 
eralises the notion of congruence generated by a regular semi-Thue system (see 
Section 2.4.5 and also Lemma 3.6) and the notion of a basic (or left-basic) c-system 
generalises the notion of a monadic semi-Thue system. Hence, we are led to 
investigate, in the context of c-systems, some classical decision poblems already 
solved (or raised) in these special cases. 
Before listing these problems we mention thiee problems on the rhons of basic 
and strongly injective systems. 
Pl: “Is S basic?’ 
P2: “IS S left-basic?’ 
P3: “Is S strongly injective?” 
These three problems are decidable when S is taken in the class of strict finite 
c-systems. We leave the proof as an exercise (each of these problems reduces to the 
emptiness problem for a finite number of rational sets). 
Let us list now the non-trivial problems that we investigate here. 
P4: “Is S confluent ?” We call P4 the conjltre.rce problem. 
p5: ‘=+(C 43 sz?” When ,*, s, c ,*, s, we say that ,*, s, is a refinement of @+ s,. 
ence we shall call ?5 the refinement problem. 
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P8= “ f-l . 1 J J+, = b%+,, ?” We shall call P8 the class equivalence problem. 
Our results are the following. 
. In the class of strict finite c-systems, the confluence problem is 
undecidable. 
This proposition is deduced from Theorem 4.1.4 of [ 281 which states that problem 
P4 is undecidable in the class of strict, regular semi-Thue systems. 
reposition. In the class of left-basic, strict,finite c-systems, the confluenceproblem 
is decidable. 
In other words, P4 becomes decidable when restricted to the class of left-basic 
strict finite c-systems. This result generalises Theorem 3.3.6 of 1281 which states that 
P4 is decidable when S is taken in the class of monadic strict regular semi-Thue 
s;‘:;tems. 
4.3. Proposition. the of (S, , Sz) where S, is a strici finite c-syste,m and 
S, a left-basic, confluent, strict Jinite c-system, the rejinement problem is decidable. 
This result generalises Theorem 2.5.5 of [28]. 
4.4. Coroliary. In the class of left-basic, confluent3 strict, finite c-systems, the 
reJinement problem and the equivalence problem are decidable. 
reposition. In the class of confluent, strict, finite c-systems, the equiva!ence 
problem 1s rs;;decidable. 
From this tesuit and Lemma 3.7 it follows that P6 is also undecidable in the class 
of strongly injective, strict, finite c-systems. For problem P7 we have no new result 
but we reca. ! ir! the xxt proposition the result stated in [34, Theorem V.21. 
roposition. In the class of confluent, basic, strict, finite semi-Thue systems, the 
class inclusion problem is undecidable. 
We recall that in the class of basic, confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue systems, 
problem P8 is decidable [34, Theorem III-21. Using Theorem 3.8 it is not difficult 
to see that the general dpdas equivalence problem is equivalent to ere 
Si , S, are taken in the class of basic (or left-basic), confluent (or strongly injective), 
strict, finite c-systems. (WC* xcall that the dpdas equivalence problem consists of 
.&:9sid*!r;nti c  t _. ? d1,’ r”;: :,: d ! #$ A2 and two sets of final odes Ft, FzY w 





the class of conjIi;art, strict, fmite semi-Thue systems the class 
is undecidable. 
Proposition 4.7 solves a problem stated in [16,26]. 
4.2. Proofs of the results 
ropositio~ 4.1. Theorem 4.1.4 of 1281 establishes that P4 is undecidable 
in the class of strict, regular semi-Thue sfUcL v=+ms. Hence, it suffices to show that this 
problem reduces to the same problem in the class of strict, finite c-systems. 
Let S = IJy= 1 (u,} x Vi be a regular, strict semi-Thue system (for every i E [ 1, n], 
K is regular) over a finite alphabet X. We consider S = Uyz, X* x (tdi} x I( and its 
decomposition, 
By Lemma 3.6, d?(dj is confluent iff fi is confluent. And it is obvious that fi is 
confluent iff S is confluent. As &(D) is a strict, finite c-system, the mapping S + d(D) 
is the reduction we were looking for. q 
We now give a series of lemmas which will allow us to prove Propositiofr 4.3. 
Proposition 4.2 will then easily follow from Proposition 4.3. We start with some 
definitions and notation. 
ition. Let S = IJy=, Ri x (ui} x {vi} be a finite c-system over X. Let m E X”. 
finite c-system m -‘S is defined by 
m-IS= 5 m-‘RiX{u~}X{vi}. 
i=l 
l The system m- “S does not depend on the particular decomposition 
{ Ri x 1%) x {VilliE[t,n] and could be alternatively defined by m?L= 
{(k, u, v) E X* x X* x X* I3( rtr u’, v’) E Sj mk = t=‘, u= u’, v = v’). 
act. If m = m,mz and f +,,-ls g, then m2fFm;lS m,g. 
This fact can be easily checked. From now on up to Lemma 4.22 WC fix a left-basic, 
strict, finite c-system S = ur=, Ri x { ui} x {vi} over a finite alphabet X. We define 
2 = maxi1 %lLr I,nj l 
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. If u = E and r is S-irreducible, (r, U) is a left-block for S 3 (r, U, u) E S 
and r is S-irreducible, by conditions (Cl), (C2) of IMinit!~n 22, (p, 11) ic 2 M-bin’+ 
for S. 
Let r, u, s, h be words in X* such that (r, u) is a left-block for S and 
rus FS h. Zhen there exist r! 9 r,, w E X* such that r = rl r,, h = r, w, 1 WI s 
maxfl, iul}+!sl and r2Us l-r;ls w. 
roof. We prove this lemma by induction on the integer n such that rus t-z h. 
1 n = 0: then rl = r, r, = E, ;V = us fulfil the required properties. 
Induction step: Let us suppose that rus k s “+’ h. Let us consider a word h’ such 
that rus t-s h’ I-: h. h’ is obtained from rus by application of a rule (r’, u’, II’). As 
(r, u) is a left-block for S, one of the three following cases must occur. 
Case 1 (see Fig. 2): 
rus = r’v’s’ for some s’ E X *, 
r = r’af for some fl i: X”, 
s=Fs’ for some /3 E X*. 
V' 
Fig. 2. 
As r’ is S-irreducible, by Remark 4.12 (r’, u’) is a left-block for S. The induction 
hypothesis applies on r’, u’, s’, h. Hence there exist ri, r;, w’ such that r’ = r: ri, 
h = r’; w’, 1 di s max{ I, Iu’i} + Is’1 and 
&4’s’ F- w’. ,-I rl s 
We have also 
ence 
(r&)us F- w’. ,-I ri S 
oreover, ax{l, IdI} = 1 because U’E (u’};~ [,,‘,], so t 
r, = i I I9 f-2 = ria a ire 
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Fig. 3. 
Case 2 (see Fig. 4): 
rus = r’v’s’ for some s’E X”, 
for some a! E X*, 
v’ = v:v; for some v’, E X+ and vi E X*, 
S = v:s9. 
ct. (r, CYU’) is a left-block for S. Let us prove this fact. r is assumed to be 
S-irreducibie, hence point (i) is tl’;e. Let us suppose that TM’ = 8%‘~’ for some rule 
rii, Un, v”) E S and some word s” E X*. 
If Iral< 1 r”v”I, as S is left-basic we must have s” = E (and in addition ra = r”). 
If IraI 3 Ir”v”l, as r is S-irreducible we must have 1 r I < I r”v”I =Z I I-LX I. Let Ci be such 
that rcx = r”v”s,. 
en rafv~ = rt9v9’s,v~, hence rw = r”u”( s1 v’,) (see Fig. 5). Either I t-1 < I r”‘l and condition 
(Cl) is violated, or lr”l< Irl < r”v’l and condition (C2) is violated. ence the fact 
is proved. Cl 
r ii S 
Fig. 4. 
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r”“lt s, v’ - a 
Fig. 5. 
3 (continued). Let us a ply now the induction hypothesis on r, 
QU’, s’, h. We obtain r’ ri, w’ such that r= r+st h = YEW’, Iw’l~max(I, lau’[}+ls’l 
and ~&24’s’ +.i -1 i$w’. ence 
r;us t+ riw’. 
Moreo\‘er, 
r+lS’(~ z-t- 
From (1) and (2) 
max{Z, lul}+/sl. Henc  
(see Fig. 6). 
sl and lau’l+ Is’1 = lul+ IsI. (192) 
we obtain max{ Z, la)u’[}+ Is’1 <max{I, lul)+lsl so that iw’is 
e r1 = ri, r2 =riand w = w’ are satisfying the required properties 
Case 3 (see Fig. 7): 
r’ = rua! for some ff E X* 
s =I rv’s’. 
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I?( 
Fig. 7. 
Let us apply the induction hypothesis on the words r, u, C&S’, h. There exist ri, 
ri, w’ such that 
and 
r$m.A’ i=- riw’. 
.-I 
*I S 
As Icyu’s’I < IsI it is clear that the words rl = ri , r, = ri and w = w’ fulfil the required 
properties. 0 
.15. a. Let r, f; g, h be words in X* such that r is S-irreducible, and 
rf Fs h + rg. Then there exist rl , r,, w E X” such that r = r,r2, h = rl w, 1 WI s 
I+max{lf 1, lgi) and r2f ?-._;ls w qr;lS r2g. 
I 
,Tf”y==.,~ f \_ \ 
\ ‘; ;a\ I 1 I 
i i i 
0 \ \ r’ \ i \ 
n \ \ r’ 
\ 1 1 i 1 1 : 
\ 1 1 \ 1 1 / 
\ 1 1 I 
i 1 1 \ 1 1 r’ 
4 
1 1 \ 1 : 
1 1 (’ 
1 \ 
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Let r,,J; g, h fulfil the hypothesis. (r, E) is a left-block for S. ence by Lemma 
ere exist r: , r;, w’ (resp. ry , rz, w”) such that r = ri ri = ryrz, h = ri w’ = rykt “, 
Iw’l s I+ 1j.i (RSP. Iw”I c I+ lgl) and r;f t-ri-lS W’ (resp. r!g Fri’-lS w”). 
Let us define the triple ( rt , r2, w) as the e!ement of {( ri , d, w’), (ry , rg , w”)} with 
the longest third component. Let us suppose, for example, that lw’l G Iw’l. By our 
definition, (r, , r,, w) = (rr , r: , w”). Then there exists a! E X* such that w”= LYW’, 
r: = rycu and rg = ari. As r~f!+!, IV’, m$fFri-ls cyw’ (by Fact 4.10). Hence we 
have 
r2.f 5 w fy r2g* 
rl S rl s 
Moreover Iw[ s I+ 191 s r+max(if[, lgl}. I-Ience (r,, r,, w) satisfies the required 
properties (see Fig. 8). Cl 
In the case where I w’l > I w”l a symmetric argument is available. 
a. Let R., K be rational subsets of X*. 73en the set ((R),,K-‘j n h(S) 
is rational, 
Pmd. Let us denote by ha’ the set (( R),,K’) n Irr( S). 
H =(h E Irr(S), 3re R, 3ke M, hk i$ r}. 
Let A = (X, QF q_ f d, 0,) be a deterministic finite automaton recognising the set K. 
We define a finite c-system T over the alphabet Y = X u Q (we assume 2’ n Q = 0) 
bY 
\ Tzi ‘J 
(RQ+)+r(s-j-’ 




(In other wards, h E ,q iff there exist r E R and q E Q+ such that t;q_ !+A rq.) This 
assertion can be deduced from the two following facts. 
act. Ifr, , r2 E X*, ql, q2 E Q are such that r,q, I+ r2q2 then there exists some 
keX* such that q;.k=q2 and r,k+r,. 
Vie ieave the proof of this fact to the reader. Let us mention that the fact that S 
is left-basic is not used in that proof. 
. Zf rl, r2, k E X”, q,, q2 E Q me such that ql. k = q2, r,k Fs r2 an 
S-irreducible, then r,q, F TF r2q2. 
Here again, we leave the proof to the read 
-irr ea 
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we obtain the inclusion of th? right member of ( g) in its left member. From Fact 
4.18 we obtain the converse inclusion. I-Ience (8) is proved. By Lemma 3.4, t+ 
(or equivaiently -*+ rr) is a rational transduction. Wow, ,R is rational and the 
operations produci, rational transductions and right-quotient by a set preserve 
rationality. ence H is rational. Cl 
In the case where S is a confhtent, left-basic, strict, finite c-system, 
Lemma 4.16 shows that [R],,K-’ = lH]+. Hence the family of languages 
{[RI,, 1 R E RatW*J} is a boolean algebra (this can be easily deduced from Theorem 
3.8) of deterministic cfls (by Theorem 3.1) which is stable by right-quotient by 
rational sets. 
mma. Let f, g E X* and 
Rs(f, g) ={r~ h(S), 3h E X", cft$ h -$I rg}. 
77~1 Rs(J g) is a rational set. 
roof. Let us consider a right congruence - of finite index q E N which saturates 
every set Ri (i E [ 1, n]). Let US denote by {pi}jEt1,91 theclasses mod( -). Let us define 
p = l-+- m_axll f 1 iail Rw I pmma t.15, r E R&t g) iE r E Irr(S) and there exist W, rl, CIJ 1, 1011’ I.7 -------~~ 
r2 E X* such that r = r1r2, 1 wi s p and r2f F,;ls wt il,;ls r2g. 
It is clear that the system r,‘S depends only on the class of rl mod(-). Let us 
denote by Pj%S the system pJIS for any eiement pj of );i. -VVe ciaim tlrat 
&(f, g) = U fi [((~L,l,)f’ n bL,,-ls)g_l n Irr(P;‘S)]. 
(WlSP 1 J 
jELlA 
By Lemma 4.16 every term of this finite union is a rational set, hence R,(f, g) is 
rational. Cl 
. The reader can check that the proofs of Lemmas 4.I6 and 4.20 are 
constructive. Hence, given an effective description of S and the words J g, one can 
compute a finite automaton recognising R,(f, g). 
2. a. Let S be a left-basic, confluent, strict, finite c-system. L2r-t g E X* and 
&(_A g) = {r E x”, rf 4 s rg). Then Es(J; g) is a deterministic cfl. 
roof. As S is confluent, S is Church-Rosser, hence Es(L g) = [R,(J!~ gQz.B. By 
Lemma 4.20 s(J; g) i.2 rational and by Theorem 3.1, Es(J; g) is a deil. ci 
In the class of pairs (S, , S,) where S, is a strictfinite c-system and 
S2 a left-bas k, confluent, strict, jnite c-system, the rejnement problem is decidable. 
be a left-basic, confluent, strict, finite 
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e class of left-basic confluent strfstjinite c-systems, the rejinement 
eqecivalence problem are decidable. 
In order to show that problem is decidable in the class of left-basic, strict, 
finite c-systems, we prove the following. 
a. Let S be a left-basic, strict, Jinite c-system. S is confluent iff 
As== LMR(S) * 
roof. Let S be a left-basic, strict, 
(I) Let us suppose that S is 
&S = &LMR(S)- 
(2) Let us suppose that As = 
finite c-system. 
confluent. Then, by Lemma 3.7, point (7), 
+ LMR(S). By Lemma 3.7, point (6), Irr(S) = 
Irr( LlVIR( S)). As L R(S) is confhtent, using Lemma 2.1 we conclude that S is also 
cC*rlfluent. Cl 
o&ion. In the class of left-basic, strict, finite c-systems, the confluence 
problem is decidable. 
roof. Let S be a left-basic strict c-system. By Lemma 4.25 the confluence 
problem for S reduces to the problem: “As = A LMR(S)?“. As it is always true 
that A LMR(S) c 6s we only h:nve to decide whether +% s c 6 LMR(S) or not. By 
Lemma 3.7 LlVIR(S) itself is a ieft-basic, confluent, strict, finite c-system. I-lence by 
Proposition 4.23 the above inclusion can be tested. We nave proved that problem 
P4 is decidable in the class of left-basic, strict, finite c-systems. Cl 
We now want to prove the following. 
__- - 
81.2.7 
__a. l ropo~*ition. In the 
problem is undecidable. 
class of conjluent strict Jinite c-systems, the equivalence 
This result is interesting when compared with Coroliary 4.24 and with the resuit 
of 1241, stating that the equivalence problem is decidable in the class of confluent, 
strict, rational, semi-Thue systems. 
The proof of this proposition, though conceptually simple, is unhappily rather 
long because of a number of teclnical details. Let us ex 
proof. 
We reduce the emptiness problem fo 
to the equivalencp problem foE: two co 
start with a deterministic, linear bou 
et, 
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states, q0 is the initial state, qf is the unique final state and d, a part of Q x Y x Q x Y x 
{L, R}, is the set of transitions of T We associate with T two confluent strict rational 
c-systems S, , S2 such that the foilowing holds: 
(1) The rules of S, simulate the transitions of T. In addition, S, reduces every 
accepting configuration of T into the symbol 1 and every halting, non-acccptiag 
configuration into the symbol 0. 
(2) The rules of S, simulate the transitions of T, except those which apply on 
the initial state qG. In contrast with S, reduces every configuration of T that 
has a state equal to q0 into the symbol 0. As well as S,, S2 reduces every accepting 
configuration (resp.. halting, non-accepting configuration) into the symbol 1 (resp. 
the symbol 0). 
(3) In order to build strict c-systems, the simulation of the transition of T 
performed by S, and & involve a special dummy symbol 17 (a typical simulation 
consists of translating the transition (4,) x, q2, y, R) of T by a rule (~.‘q~ ‘) q,xn)). 
(4) S, , S2 are reducing most of the “incorrect words” (these are the words which 
do not encode any configuration of T or which contain a disposition of dummy 
symbols q that does not allow S,, S2 to simu!ate the next transition of Tj into the 
symbol 0. 
(5) The sets of irreducible words Irr( S,), Irr( S,) are equal and consist of the 
symbols 0, 1 and a set of “incorrect words” that the rules of S,, S, cannot detect 
(see Lemma 4.30). 
We establish that for every f~ Z -10, 1) (where Z = Irr(S,) = Irr(S,)j, [j]+ = - I 
[$I&, 
2 
(this is stated in Lemma 4.3’). Hence 
From properties (1) and (2) of S,, Sz we then deduce that this last equality is true 
iff T recognises the empty set. 
We now give a formal proof of Proposition 4.27. Let T = (X, Y, Q, d, qo, qf) 
be a deterministic linear bounded Turing-machine. From now on; the unique 
final state qf is denoted by 1. We make the following technical assumptions 
about T. 
(Al) For every 4 in Q - { 1) and every y in Y, there exists a unique (q’, y’, 0 j in 
Q x Y x {L, R} such that (q, y, q’, y’, a) E d. For every y in Y, there is no (q’, y’, a) 
in Qx Yx(L, R} such that (l,y, #,y’, ajd. 
Y contains a special symbol $, the right endmarker, which fulfils the next two 
assumptions. 
(A2) For every q,q’ in Q, y’ in Y and cy E {L, R}, if (a $, 9’, y’, CY ) E d then y’ = $ 
and QI = E. 
(A3j There exist two states ql, 4; in Q - {qo} such that for every y in Y, 
I%I, $, Z)E d and (q19 Y, 
) For evcrjl (4, y9 #, JJ’~ 
cv= . 
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Notation: We suppws~ that XC Y and QC Y=@ Y is supposed to contain a 
special blank symbol A word U~U where u E Y”, t‘ E Y+ and q E Q denotes the 
configuration 0i T consisting of 
- the tape-content equal to MU, followed by an infinite sequence of blanks; 
- the state q; 
- the tape-head scanning the first letter of the word v. 
We write uqv l-T u’q’2)) if? T moves in one step from configuration uqv to configur- 
ation 24’qW ? he relations I-; (for some integer n), I+ I+ are then defined as 
usual from the initial relation I--. 
Language recognised by T: We define the language recognised by T (noted L( T)) 
by L(T)={wEX*I~UE Y*,~uE Y’, w$q&+ul~}. In other words, we say that 
T recognises the word w iff, starting with the word w$$ on the input-tape and with 
the tape-head scanning the rightmost endmarker $, T reaches the terminal state 1. 
Comments about assumptions (Al )-( A5) 
(1) One can check that every deterministic context-sensitive language C such that 
F @ L can be recognised by a linear bounded deterministic Turing-machine T 
fuliUing assumptions (Al)-( A5). 
(2) By assumption (Al), T has two types of halting configurations, those of the 
form u 1 u (where u E Y*, u E Y’) and those of the form qyv (where Q E QF y E Yj 
v E Y*) such that there exists some (q, y, q’, y’, L) in d (i.e. qyu denotes a configur- 
ation where T attempts to go to the left of the tape left-end). 
(3) Assumption (A2) is just expressing that $ is a right endmarker, that is if the 
tape-head scans a square on the left of a symbol $ it will never be able either to 
remove this symbol $ or to scan a square on the right of this symbol. 
(4) Assumption (A3) implies that, even when starting with a configuration con- 
tainiug no right endmarker, T moves in two steps to a configuration where the wo 
squares j;,; :. WI the right of the tape-head contain the right endmarker. This implies 
that if u E Y*., y s Y, u E Y’ are such that uyq,,v FT.u’lv’ for some ZI’E Y*, U’E Yi, 
then ME L( TX 
(5) A consequence of assumptions (Al) and (A3) is that qO Z 1 because some 
transitions s: art with state q. while there is no transition starting with sate 1. 
(6) Assumption (A4) implies thai ;:‘ ~;cji; ” , ;I q d, then q’ + qo. 
Let us now define the rewriting systems SI, S2. We define a finite alphabet A by 
A = Y u Q’u 0’~ {o} u (0, 1) where Q’= Q - { 11, 0’ is a disjoint copy of Q’ (for 
every q E Q’, b’e denote by 13 the copy of q in 0’) and z is a special new symbol. 
System S, : S, is the rational c-system over A defined by the decompositiofl 
made of the following components. 
Forevery(q,_v, q’,y’, R)ed, A*~{~‘q’IxIqy~b 
(1) 
for every ( y, _v, q’, y’, L) E d, 
ese last components are always 
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exists). These rules are simulating the transitions of T 
For every ~EQ’, YE Y, A*x(oq}x{qon}~D, and 
A* x {@) ii jL.Klq] E D, and (2) 
These rules are intended to allow the symbols q E Q’ (resp. 4’ E 0’) to move iightwards 
(resp. leftwards) hrough the blocks of symbols 0. 
F or every y,Q y, &?EA, qc G', i*r"~{@)~{q~f)~q, 
-4*x~Qlxb1~~l~Q, 
The first four components are intended to detect the failure of the simulation of T 
by the system S, . The fifth and sixth compcnent detect hat in the calculus simulated 
by S! , T attempts to go on the left of the left-end of the tape. 
For every ZE Yu{o}, A*x{l}x{lz}~ D,, 
A*x{l}x{zl}~ D,; 
(4) 
for every t E A, A*x(0}x{0t}~ D,, 
A”x{O)x{t0}~ D,. 
The first two components allow S, to reduce every word encoding an accepting 
configuration of T into the symbol 1. The last two components allow S, to reduce 
every word on which S, either fails to simulate the calculus of T or simulates a 
non-accepting calculus of T, into the symbol 0. 
A* x (0) x A*((l}u Q’u Q’)A*({l}u Q’u @)A* E D1. (5) 
his component reduces every word which contains at least two state-qmbols (and 
hence does not encode any configuration of T) isio the symbol 0. 
System S,: S2 is the rational c-system over A defined by the decomposition D2 
made of the following components. 
For every (q, y, q’, y’) E Q’ x Y x Q x Y 
if (q, y, q’, y’, R)Ec! and q#q,, A* x ( y’q’} x (qyo) E D2 $ 
if (q, y, q’, y’, ij E d and q # qo9 A* x {q’y’} x {qyo} E Dz. 
(1”) 
nents (1’) allow Sl to si te the tra~s~t~o~s f which do not start 
to e co z to reGu02 a
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encoding ; configuration 
types (2), (3), (4), (9 are 
the required properties. 
with state q. into the symbol 0. All the components of 
also in Oz. Let us show that these c-systems S, , S, fulfill 
A direct inspection of all components of D, shows that S, is strict. As 
etheri;ln relation, it is confluent iff it is locally confluent 121, Leri;ma 2 
Let us prove that ts, is loca!!y cone,uent; Let J g, h E * such that J’I-~, g and 
s c--s, h* 
Case 1: Iflfl)vQtu~f = 0. As f is S-reducible, it must contain at least one occur- 
rence of 0. Then lgloa 1 and IhI 1, hence g Fs, 0 +, h. 
C~=J 30 ~Jf~~i~vQpG@2. Then ]gl~111,0’,,~~~2 or gEA*OA* and Ihlc,,uo.U~~~2 -rr&vt &. 
_ or h E A* 0 A*. Wewe g Fs, 0 ils, h. 
Case 3: lfI1lJuQPv~~= 1. If IfI oa 1, as in Case i, g Fs, 0 qs, h. 
Let us suppose that Iflo = 0. If l$l, = 1 thenf, g, h are in ( Yu {n})* { 1) ( Y u (o))*. 
Hence, using the rules of type (4), g l+, 1 +, h. If lfl, = 0, then the redex used to 
reduce $ in g (resp. in h) must be of type (1) or (2) or (3). One can check that two 
redexes of these types involving the same occurrence of a symbol in Q’u Q’ must 
be equal. Hence g = h. 0 
ma. S, is strict and conjluent. 
roof. A direct inspection of the components (1’) and (1”) of D2 shows that, as 
well as S! ? S1 is strict. The considerations made in Case 1 and Case 2 of the above 
proof remain true for S,. We must deal with the third case. 
Case 50 !-Pi, j,dofU~f = 1. As above, we can e!iminate the case where IfI I a 1 and 
the case where If 1, = 1. Hence we suppose that Iflo = lfl, = 0. If the symbol of Q’u &’ 
occurring in .f is diRerent from qog then the argument given in the proof of Lemma 
4.28 is still available for S,. It remains to treat the case where f= uq,v for some ui 
v E ( Y u (o})? 
Subcase 1. v E q * Y ( Y u {o))‘. Then g (resp. h) either belongs to uoq,o’:’ V 
( Y c I {o})~ (if the rule used to reduce f is of the type (r, q qov qp)) or belongs to 
( Y u (0))” 0 ( Y u {o)j* ji: +h L.le rule used to reduce f is of type (I") or (3)). l-knee 
g I+ 0 qs, h. 
Subcase 2: v ,GZ I-J* Y ( Y u (o))? Then, the only rule that can apply on f is 
(u, q qo, qonn), hence g = h. Cl 
= Irr(S*) = (o,l) \J ( Yb iZi!* _: -5’” A* Ye’ v ( Y u {Z)j*Q’ 
u ( Y U (n})“Q’( Y u {a}). 
. (1) Let us grove first that Irr( 
1 1 9 (S,) are e a1 (where 
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S-reducible). Let us denote by Red[j] (for j E [ 1,5]) the set of words that admit a 
redex of type \J / / “. VA &fine analogously R&[ 1’; and Rcd[ 1”;. Lc~ tzt E Red[ 13. Either 
w has a redex in A* x (qyn} where q E Q’-(q,}, y E Y, and then w E Red[ 1’1, or w 
has a redex in A” x(q,y~} where YE Y and then w E Red[l”j. ence Red[ I] c 
Red[ 1’1 u Red[ 1”] so that 
Red(S,j c Red(&). (51) 
In order to prove the converse inclusion we have to prove that 
Red[ 1’] 1~ Red[ 1”] = Red( S,). 
It is strai ghtforward that Red[ 1’1~ Red[ 11. Let w E RedI l”]. Then w = uqOu where 
v E A* YA+. If u has an occurrence of a symbol in Q’u 0’ (resp. in (0)) then u is 
in Red[S] (resp. Red[4]). 
We suppose now that o E ( Y u { 1, ll'j*. If u has an occurrence of the symbol 1, 
as 1~12 , u must contain a redex in A* x {zl} or ,4* x { 1 zj for some z E Y u (0). 
Hence v E Redj4]. 
It remains the case where u E ( Y c-1 (o})*. Then u = q ‘yzu’ for some k E N, y E Y, 
ZE Yu{$ U’E( Yu{o})*. 
If k a 2 then u E Red[2], 
if k = 1 then u E Red[3], 
if (k = 0 and z = 0) then u E Rcd[l], 
if (k = 0 and z E Y) then u E Red[S]. 
We have proved that Red[l”] = Red($). Hence 
Red( S,) c Red( S,) (Jz) 
By (J,), (J,) our first point is proved. 
(2) Let usdenoteby I theset (0, ~)u(Yu(~))*u@.JA*Y~‘u(Y~~{~))*Q’u 
( Y u {u})*G’( 1% (z>). Giie C8i: CZtsiiy check that i c irr(S, j. it remains to prove 
that A* - I c Red(S). Let w E A*- 1. Then WE (Yu{n})* SO that Iw]~,,,~~,~~~Q~#O, 
Ca.qp 1: 1 w10 f 0. w g t + w f 0, hence w E Red[4]. 
&se 2: I w~ilji,Qpu~e 2 2 Lnd I w10 = 0. Then w E Red[S]. 
Case 3: lwll = 1 and I wI~~,_~~~ = I#$ = 0. w E I + w Z 1, hence ~1 E Red[4]. 
Case 4: Iwlo# = 1 and ~wI,=IwI~~=(w~~~=O. Then w=uqv where qEQ’, u, UE 
( YU (u})“. AS w c~ 1, IPI 2 2. Let us consider the prefix p of D which has lengt’rr 2. 
If p E YO then w E Red[l], 
if p = flo then M’ E Red[2], 
otherwise 
Subcase 1: U=E. w~I~uE(Yw{~})*Q ence w = u’G~ where U’E ( Yu in))*. 
If u’= E then w E Wzd[3], 
if u’ E ( Y u (n))*o then w E Red[2], 
if U’E (Yu In})* Y then w E Red[3]. 
Subcase 2: w E 0 (Yv {ml)*. 
if u = 0 then w E Red[3], 
if u E Y then w E Red[2]. 
If lul s 2, either u E ( Y u (o~)“oo and w E Red[2], or 
u~(Yu{n})*Yo and w~Red[3], or 
u E ( Y u (a})’ Y and w E Red[2]. 
Subcase 3: VE Y (Yu{o))*. If U=E or u=o or u~(Yu{o)j*oo or UE 
( B/Q (n))* Yn, we can c on&de as in Subcase 2. IIf M E Y or u E ( Y u (hj j’ Y then 
w E Red[3]. Hence the equality I = Irr( S,) is proved. q 
emma. For every integer n 3 0, m 2 1, r 2 0, s 2 1, every sequence of letters 
xi, .x2,. . 
l 3 &I? j?, 9 j?,, * - - $ Yrn, XI 9 ’ x; ,..., x:,y;,y;,.. . , yl E Y, every state q, 9% Q 
and every sequence of integers k’,, ks,. _ . , k:, hi, hi,. . . , hi EN, if 
x,x,. . 
l x,qy, y2 r * ” ym I-; x:x; .. . x;q’y; y; . . . y; 
JcOrsom,rp~01andy,=y:=$, thenthereexistk,,k, ,..., k,,,hl,h2 ,..., h,ENsuch 
that 
We show that this lemma is true when p = 1. By a straightforward induction 
on p, one can then extend the result to every p ~0. We suppose that 
x1x2.. l xnqy,y2 l . .ym t x:x;. . . x:q’y;. . .y;. 
As Ym = Y: = $ we notice that the words 
x,x2.. . x,v,y2 Y . . y,, and -u~x~. . . x:y\yi . . . _v: 
are equal. 
Case 1: T3e transition use is otice 
qyl q 2kb+’ yi ps, .X: F”: q’yi. sence we set k, = ki,. . . , k, = kL_, , jr, z 2kL+ 
k:,..., kl = hi. These integers k, , . . . , k,, h, 9 . . . , 
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Cuse 2: The transition used is xnqyl t-Tq’y: y; (where X, = yi). We notice that 
x •(*~;+*) qy, o(“;+‘) Fs, q’y: q h; yi 0% Hence we set kl = ki, . . . , k, = 2hi +2, h, = 
h;+l, h2=h;,....h, = hi. ‘These integers k, , . . . , k,, h, , . . . 9 h, satisfy the 
lemma. q 
Lernnjez 4.3 1, where Q is replaced by - {q,,} and S, by S2 r remains true. 
By assumption (A4), the state q. cannot arise in a co putation of T szarting 
with a state q # qo. As every transition of T, which does not involve state qo, can 
be simulated by S2 as well as S, , the assertion of Lemma 4.31 remains true for a 
computation starting with a state q f q. and for the system S,. II 
ma. For every f in Z -{0, l}, [f I&,, = [f IAs 
2 
(where Z denotes the set 
We prove that for every w E A*, 
(a) G,(w) E (0,0 iff fk2(w) E iO.11; 
(b) if es,(w) e (0,l) then &,(w) = 6&(w). 
Let us consider several cases. 
Case 1: !w!~q&~o-I = 0. Let us show by induction on 1 WI that in this case Q(w) = 
G*(W)* 
If !w! = 0, then w E Z and 13~,( w)= Q(w) = E, 
if ! w! = n + 1 and w E I9 then &,(w) = &_(w) = w; 
if !w! = M C 1 and w sf I, then there exists w’ such that w k w’. 
As the rule leading from w to !. ’ does not involve the symbol q,,, we have also 
w ks, w’. By assum@n (X4), 1 ~it.j’I140,401 =  and 95 S, is sIfi_ict Iti”] 5 2. By the 
induction hypothesis, &,( w’) = tisz( w’). For every i E { 1,2}, eS,( w) = esi (w’), hence 
es,(w) = &z(w)- 
Case 2: !w!%= 1. If !w!{*j”q’“Q V~20r!w!o~1,then&,(w)=&z(w)=0.Hencewe 
can suppose that w = uq,v for some u, v E (Yu {a})*. 
Subcase 1: DE q *. v = •*‘+~ for some k>O and r such that Os~sl. Then 
es,(w) = e&i+ = u q kq0 0: 
Subcase 2: v E a* Y. v = q Zk+r y where k>O, O~-sl and yE Y 
If r=Othen e,,(w)=e,,(w)=uok90y, 
if r = II then Q(w) = Q(w) = 0. 
%&Case 3: LJ E cl* -Vi V, , inIl+ TL,- n /._,z,- * \' "\-II . I LIGII ii; I-C, u \ uauq Zi idi= Gf tYPf2 \ I 11. ilVlk ysep_PP 
tQ(w)=O. e have to prove that e,,(w) E (0, 1). v = q 2k+ryy’v’ where k 2 O,Oc r6 1, 
YE Y, yk Jf v’ {o}, V’E ( Y w (a})*. 
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Let us use assumption (A3). l[f yk Y then 
u q k qc)yy'2t' k 
If u~o* then 
i-4 iElk q,$v’ c 0, 
hence &,( w ) = 0: else u = u’y”ml for some 14% (Yu{O))*, y’k Y, 120. If k+l is 
odd or k+l=O then 
U’Y” q k+’ &%v’ F 0, Sl 
hence &,(w)=O; else k+I=2k’s2 and 
U’Y” q k+’ q,$v’ c u’qny” ok’-’ $v’. 
If k’= 1, 
u’q, y”$V’ I- U’OV’ c 0, 
Sl 
hence Q(w) = 0; else 
Because of assumption (A2), it is not possible that 
&,( Iv’) E @LJ A* YQ'U ( Y u {n})“Q’u ( Y u {n})-Q’( Y u Co}). 
WVTP 8? (w’) E {O, 1) so that es,(w) E (0, 1). -*-0_1WW 
Case 3: IwGO = 1. As in Case 2, we can suppose that w = u&v for some u, 
v E ( Y u (o))*. Then, eiiller 
es,(w)= es~(W)E{LfO)uA+y~ou(o} or w $ idq(-$= w’, 
where this reduction uses only rules of type (2). Hence we have also w Fsz w’. Now, 
by the result of Cast: 2, w’ fulfils (a) and (b). Hence w fulfils (a) and (6). 
CW? 4: I4{,4,,~ 2 2. Then, the rules of type (5) ensure that e,,(w) = 0,( w) = 0. 
a. +,=f,s2 ifl[lJ+ 1 =[l]+ . 2 
e As, = ,*, s, __ j iff for every fr 1: [f]+ = [f3+ . By Lemma 4.33 this is true if 




Let w E k( T), w = x,x2 . . . x, (where eat 
), XIX2 - l l x,,$qo$ I+-~12) for some r.4, v E Y*. 
f aor s2me “v“E Y* L 11ence x1x2 . . _--^---_~ . xn$qo$ F T ii 1 u’$. By LWIIIM 4.3 i, there exist h, , 
h2 , . . . , h,, h,+l, h,+z such that 
x1 & x2 0”: * . . x, I& $ &+I q()$ CIA+2 F ul27’1$. 
Sl 
Moreover, u II u’$ Fs, I. (using rules of type (4jj. Hence the word 
w I = x1 & x2 & . . . & & $ &+I q,$ &l+:! 
is in [l]+ . Let us notice that hn+2 a 1, otherwise w’ would be S, -irreducible. Hence 
W’E A*q,/i* YA+, and by means of a rule of type (I”) we have w’ t-sz 0. Hence 
e,,(d)i 1 and wk[l]+,-[llus2. 0 
4 35 . . Lemma. If L( T) = 8 then [l]+ = [ 1],,2. . I 
roof. Let us suppose that L( T) = 0. We prove that, under this hypothesis, for every 
w E A”, 
P&d = I- &Jw) = 13. 
Let us follow the same schema as in the proof of Lemma 4.33. 
Case 1: jW!140,1m; = 0. Then, as shown in the proof of Lemma 4.33, Q(w) = eS,( w). 
Case 2: IwlqO= 1. We can suppose that w = uqou for some U, v E ( Yu (a})*. BJ 
the conclusions obtained in Subcase 1; Subcase 2 of the proof of Lemma 4.33, k’e 
n-l** have to consider Subcase 3, that is ,,..y 
v cP+jJy’Z)’ = whereks0, O<rsl,y~ Y,yk Y,II’E(Yu(~})*. 
The considerations r,ade in S-ubcasc 3 show t’nat $,jw j 
= 8, &,( wj E (0, 1) and the 
only case where it is possible that &,( w) = 1 is r = 0, y’ = u, M = u’y”a’, k + I = 2k’ 2 4 
where U’E ( Y u (g}j*, y’k Y. Then 
w = U’y” 01 q. g2k y q dl’ p U’q2$ gk’-l sU’ = w’. 
S, 
Let us define w” = u’$ 0’ q. q Zk$ 0 v’. w” Fs, w’ +, w so that 8,,(w) = &,( w”). Let 
us denote by u” the word u’ where we delete all occurrences of the symbo! n. If 
es,(w) = 1 c then &( w”) = 1 which shows that U” E L( T), contradicting the hypothesis 
that L(T) = Q). Hence &,(w) = 19,(w) = 0. 
fl ,?.I..1 LiiIJE 3. I A lY0 - 1. As in the proof of Lemma 4.33, this case reduce3 to case 2. 
Case 4: I 4 iy,hi.j,)) 2 2. It is clear that 8,,( W) = e,,( w) = 0. 
Hence, in all cases, the proposition [ S,,( w j = P @ es (w) = l] is true. I? 0 
By L<:mmas 4.35 and 4.36, the emptiness problem for the 
ontext-sekitive language L reduces to the problem “[I]+ = [ I],, ?“. 
By Lemma 4.33, this problem is equivalent to the probler,, “6 c, 1 A .c ?“.’ By 2 
Lemmas 4.28 and 4.29, S,, S, are confluent, strict, c-systems. As the emptiness 
probiem for deterministic tort . ext-sensitive !anguages is undecidable, we can con- 
clude that the equi is undecidabie in the class of confluent, strict, 
rational c-systems. lace the notion of a ration81 
c-s~ys:em by the 
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. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 4, problem I% is also 
undecidable in the class of strongly injective strict finite c-systems (this follows from 
Lemma 3.7). 
The derails of the proof of Proposition 4.5 show that given two confluent strict 
finite c-systems S1 F S2 and two words J g E Irr( S,), even when we have the informa- 
tion that Irr( S,) = Irr( S,), tha+ for every 12 E Irr( S,) -{J; g}, [h]+, = [hIAS and that 
IIf1 +j2 = Cf I-,, 9 we cannot decide whether [f lAsz = [f ]+ or not. 
2 he above ternark shows that P8 is undecidable in the’class of confluent strict 
finite c-systems. Proposition 4.38 is an extension of this result to the class of confluent 
strict finite semi-Thue systems. 
112 the class of confluent, strict, jinite semi-Thue systems, tlze class 
equivalence problem is undecidable. 
Proposition 4.38, we use the following theorem proved in [29], 
using a construction of [2?]; 
39. Theorem (Otto [29]). Let L c Z * be recursively enumerable, and /et $, q,, $ bc 
new letters. ??zen there are Q $kte a!@abet T 3 2 LJ ($, sG, $), a cor$uent s!ric! jinite 
semi-Thue system T over I‘ ar2d a regular subset R of P such that 
e,(R) n {%so)2*{$j = A?(R) n (9;s,}2*{$} = [RI,, CY {%$Z*($> I= {$s,,)L{$}. 
Here, for every subset A of r*, A%(A) is defined by 
A$(A)={wEr*13aEA,aT w}. 
The first of the three equalities stated ilB c.___ :n *his version of Theorem 4.39 is not explicit 
in the formulation of [29] but is a straightforward consequence of a property of T 
established ; n the proof of [20, p. 2681; property (d) states that {Ss,,} . C* . (4) is 
included in lrr( T). 
From this theorerm we deduce that one can compute an alphabet X, a confluent 
strict semi-Thue system T over X and a regular set R such that O,(R) is recursively 
enumerable but not recursive (it suffices to consider a language L which is recursively 
enumerable but not recursive and to apply Theorem 4.39). * addition, we can 
suppose that E E R, because if 6,(R) is non-recursive, e,( -_(E)? is also non- 
recursive. 
From now on, up to the end of Section 4, the alphabet XV the system S 
rational set R are fixed. Let B = (X, Q, Q+) be a deter 
automaton recognising the rational set 
of th& folloFvvilQ Sj?llbOk5: 
- all the letters x E 
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- a disjoint copy X of the alphabet X (each ietter x c X, has a copy in X denoted 
by 2) 
- three special symbols #, #, 3 
- al! the symbols 4 F r,‘. 
We assume, of course, that the alphabets X, X, Q and (#, 5$, 3) are pairwise 
disjoint. We define two finite semi-Thue systems Sr , S, over k1 
S, is composed of the following rules: 
(1) (#xq,#$) for every XEX, SEQ such that +x=q, 
(2) (xq’, qx^) for every x E X, q, q’ E Q sush that q. x = q’, 
(3) (3,q;@ fcsP every q+z Q+, 
(4) (u, v) for every (24, v) E T. 
S, Is composed of all the rules of I type (2), (3), (4j. In other words, S2 is equai 
to the system S, where we have removed the rules of type (I). 
Given a word f~ X*, by f we denote its copy on X. Given a language k X*, 
by i we denote the set {&% I_). 
In the next two lemmas we describe the words that belong to the sets (#w$>,, 
or (# w#>,,2 for some w E X*. Lemma 4.42 then shows that the membership problem 
for a word w E Irr( T) in O,(R) reduces to the class equivalence problem for S, , S2 
on the word #w& 
a. Let w E X*. A word f E Y* is such that f F-s, # w# i$s has one qfthe 
j%!kMng deco,r;,-o&ions : 
(1) f=#h# wherehEX* andhF,w; 
(2) f=#h,q&# whereh,, h-,EX*, q.h?EQ+ andh,h,F,w; 
(3) f=#&# wherehERandhtf_,-w. 
emma. Let w E X*. A word f E Y* is such that f FSz # w# iflf has one of the 
jbllowing decompositions : 
(1) f=#h# wherehEX* andhF,w; 
(2) f = #hlqI& where h ,, h+X*, q.h,@+ and h,h2t+w. 
.40 and 4.41 can be proved by induction on the integer ra such that 
f Pi, # w$ (i E { 1,2}). We omit this proof which is straightforward. 
.42. a. 
[aw#];, . 
Let w E X* such that w is T-irreducible. Then w E 0,(R) ifl[# w&,~, # 
2 
Let w E Irr( T). As Sz” S1, [#w&, c !# WY@],+ ., . iiy Len-ac 4.20 and 
As2 # [YF w#l,s, iff [# w#],, contains at le& 85~ - AC word J of type (3). 
In that case f= #fi@ where h E R and h I& w, which shows that w E S,(R). Con- 
versely, if w E 6&R), then there exists h E such that h I* 
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~%ere exist two confluent strictfmite semi-Thue systems T, , Tz over 
bet Y such that Tl c T2 and the function E : Y* -$j {0,1) defined by 
is not recursive. 
. Let us consider the semi-Thue systems S,, S, defined above. By Lemma 4.42 
the function E associated with S1, S, is no cursive because the set 8,(R) is not 
recursive. Let us consider the valuation v : +lW defined by 
Vj,EX’JQU{#,~,~}, p(y) = 1, 
VJ& p’(y)=X 
S, and _“2 are v-strict *with respect to this valuation V. S, (resp. S) has the same set 
of critical pairs as T. As T is locally confluent, S, (resp. Sz) is locally confluent. 
But S, (resp. S,) is v-strict, hence it is confluent. In order to have strict semi-Thue 
Ivf;terns we consider three copies Y1, _ Y2, Y3 of Y and an homomorphism q : Y* + 
( YI u Y2 u Y3)* such that 
vyExvc”u 1% Kkrl, P(Y) =Y* (its copy on W, 
VYE2 d.Y) =YhYzY3 
and we define 
7-1 = ~(CPW, dv)) I (u, v) E w, 
It is clear that T,, T2 are confluent and have an associated function E which is 
non-recursive. In addition T,, Tz are strict. i-fence T,, T2 are two confluent, strict, 
finite semi-Tllue systems such that E is not recursive. 0 
38 ( conclusion ). From Proposition 4.43, Proposition 4.38 
r”ollows immediately. 0 
ecision problems a 
a 
ue system in con 
In this section we use the notion of a c-system as a tool allowing us to obtain 
results about the classical notion of a semi-Thue systems. In section 5.1 -we give a 
remr=Pn+ation theorem which characterises deterministic context-free languages in r- -‘>- *.-- 
terms of left-basic, confluent, finite semi-Thue systems. Hn Section 5.2 we show that 
the ciassical equivalence problem for dpda is interreducible with three decision 
problems concerning left-basic, strict, finite 5.1 ij. 
Among these three problems is the problem of er a semi-Thue syste 
iS iahy co t on a given wor 
We then show that this problem is decidable in the ciass of basic, strict, finite 
semi-Thue systems (Theorem 5.26) and that it is undecidable in the class of strict, 
finite semi-Thue systems (proposition 5.3 1). 
5.1. A representation of dc$~ by kfi-has f’c, conjluen t, Jinite semi-atue scy.stems 
Our first aim is to prove the following. 
5.11. osition. Let L be a language over theJinite alphabet X and !et #, $ be nez 
letters. L is deterministic context-free, ifl there exists an alphabet Y contairzing X v 
(#, $1, a word f E Y* and a semi-Thue system S over Y such that S is kft-basic, 
conjluent, v-strict, finite and 
This statement is similar to Theorem 3.1. It is a kind of converse to Theorem 7-6 
of [32] (which generalises the theorem of [ZS]) which states that if S is left-basic, 
confluent, strict, finite then [f]+ is a dcfl. This Proposition 5.1 is also analogous 
to a theol;em oi‘iZ9] vvtkh gives a representation ofrecursiveiy enumerable languages 
by confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue systems (it is cited here as Theorem 4.39). As 
remarked above, the “if” part of Proposition 5.1 is a cansequence of Theorem 7-6 
of [32]. It remains to prove that given a dcfl L, one can find Y, S and _f as asserted 
in the proposition. Let us fix some dcif L over a finite alphabet X. # L$ is a preEx-free 
d&l. By Theorem 3.1 and its complement, there exists a finite subset F of (X u 
{#, $})* and a basic, confluent, strict, finite c-system S, over (X u (#, $})* such 
that # L$ = [F&. 
We shall now exhibit a left context-sensitive grammar G = (X u {#, $}, V, P, (u)) 
which generates # L$ and such that P is a left-basic, confluent, v-strict, tinite 
semi-Thue system. (Here X is the set of terminal symbols of G, V is the set of 
nop=terminal symbols, P, the set of rules is a finite subset of (X c) V)* x (X u V)* 
and u E V; by “left context-sensitive” we mean that every rule of P has the form 
av+ cym where v E C’, cy, mE(Xu{#,$)u V)*.) 
Le t -“I = IRi x (I(i) x {Vi)lic(l, n] be a finite decomposition of S,. Let - be the 
greatest right-congrxence which saturates every Ri (i E [ 1, n]) and also the language 
IrrC S,). We consider the complete, deterministic, finite automaton A which computes 
- : A = (A u {#, $}, Q, yo, d, Q) where Q = (X u (#, $})*/ -, q. = [&I._, Vx E X u 
W, $1, WE X u I#, $I*, d([fl-, x) = [fxl-. 
Let Qi=(qe Q, qc ai} (hence Ri=UytQ, 4) and QO=_I~E Q, qc Irr(S,)} (hence 
Irr(S,) --= UqC o. 4). AS S, is strongly injective, every Ri (i E [ 1, n]) is included in 
Irr(S,), hence U:-, Qic Qo. 
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The symbols [ p, ui, 9] or [p. .Y,‘, 91 are considered as triples, so that if 
u {#, $1, then [ p, u;, 4]= [p, X, 93 and if u = U; = Uj and p E Q; n Qj, then 
5.3. . As some words Ui may be equal to E, V may contain some symbols 
of the form [p, 8, p] for p E Qi, Let us use the no 
Left(S) = Left(S) -(E}, 
-= v-SP, E, PIIPE Qk--d~~, X’=Xu{#,$). 
: P is constituted of all the rules of the following types: 
(1) ~~CP,,~,.9,l~Pz~~Zz,9~1~~~~P~,~~,9lil*.*~P,n,Z,,,9n,l 
where p1= 90, ~k~L~1, [pd~,sJ~ W ~WLm-11, 9k=ph+1, 
ZJ,. . . &. . . Z,,,E F. 
t2) [P, ui9 91+ [PI 3 z1 3 91l[p2,Z2,921 . l * [p/c, zk~ 9kl . l l [pm, Z,n, 9’n] 
where p1 =p, Vkc[l,m], [~d~,q/J= W VWl, m-11, 9k =pI\+I, 
Z,Zz l l l Z/i l l l Zm = Vi. 
(3) EP, z 91[P’, XV 9’14P, z, SIX 
where 9 = p’, 9 E Qo, x E X u {$}, Z E X u {#} u Left(S). 
(4) [90, #, 91+ 7F. 
(5) [P, z 914P~ z 91[9,6 91 
where Z E X u (-8) u I_er”t( S), 9 E Qi and i is such that tz’ = E. 
Let cp:(X% v-(CT})*+x’* be the homomorphism which preserves every letter 
cf X’ and rerno~‘ec the brackets and states of the letters of V - {a). In other words 
if ?5 E X’, C&x)=x, 
We define the rigi,Cmost derivation of G by f+Grm g iff f= cuu/3, g = aup for some 
rule (u, v) E P, some word cy E (X’u V)* and some right-context /3 E (X’)? The 
relations + G’m (rightmost derivation) and A,‘m are then deduced of -+m as usual. 
We note f t-,rml g iff g --s~‘Q 
emma. Let f E (X' u V-((T))*. (T -S,rm f ifl the following six conditions are 
verified : 
(9 df) E #L$; 
(ii) f E V*X’“; 
(iii) if [p, Z, q][p’, Z, 9)] is a factor of J then 9 = 
(iv) lf [ ps Z, 9][ p19 Z, 9’1 is a -factor qff, then 9 E 
(v) iff @ X’*, then its first letter has the form [9(), Z, 91; 
(vi1 if [p, E, p] is a lett2r c3f.f; then .f E W’[p, E, p]X’*_ In other words, 
possible ocrurranrq of a letter [ ,“i F, =p] is in the righrmost posilion q,f the 
non-terminals, and this position must be on the . .b.e. ..f k=iohf 0 al kasl one ~on-t2rm~~a~. 
the abcoe conditionc, any elemr’m of Le 
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rod. (1) If@+&& F is the right-hand side of a rule of type (I), hence conditions 
(i)-(iv) are verified. Let us suppose that u --~zrm g +$rmf for some n E N - (0). 
Case 1: The last step, g +&mf; uses a rule of type (2). Then 
g=l$,Z, dl.. . bL&, q[Fl[P, lG, qlw where WEX’* 
f=EP~,~:Y~:l...~Pl,,Z:.,~:l~P,,~,¶~*l’..~P~,~~,q~l’~~rp~,Zm~qml~~ 
By induction hypothesis, conditions (i)-(vi) are verified by g. 
(i) is verified by ft because every rule ( ri, ui, Vi) (where r; E Ri) saturates # L$. 
(ii) is clearly verified. 
(iii) is true for g, hence it is true in the prefix [pi, Z,, q:] . . . [pi, Z”, qi], q: = p 
and by the form of rules of type (2) p = p: _ Moreover, (iii) is true for every 
right-hand side of E Hence (iii) is true for J: 
By induction hypothesis, for every j E [ 1, s], qJ E QO. As S, is strongly injective, 
every strict prefix of rivi is S&reducible. Hence, for every k E [ 1, m - t 1, qk E QO. 
So (iv) is true for J: 
If g = [p, tdi, q], then p = q. hence pi = q. and (v) is true for j: Otherwise, pi = q. 
and (v) is true for J: 
By induction hypothesis, for every j E [l, s], 2; # E. By definition of the rules of 
type (2), no &(k E [l, m]) can be equal to E. Hence (vi) is true for $ 
Cffse 2: The last step, g +mf, uses a rule of type (3) or (4). Then conditions 
(i)-(vi) for f can be easily deduced from the same conditions for g. 
Case 3: The last step g +&r-j; uses a rule of type (5). Then 
9=[PI,z’,,q~]...[P~,~:,q~][P,z,q]w where W&x’* 
Using the induction hypothesis, we see that conditions (i), [ii), (iii), (v) are true 
for J: By definition of the rules of type (5), q E lJr= 1 Qi hence q E Q-,. SO (iv) is true 
for JT By the induction hypothesis, for every j E [ 1, s], Zi # E. By definition of the 
rules of type (5), Z Z E. Hence condition (vi) is true for ,f: 
We have proved that eve- ry right sentential form of G fulfils conditions (i)-(vi). 
(2) Let us prove the converse statement. We consider the following valuation ii*11 
over (X’u V)*: 
L v,xc ,y’ ;/xii = 3 w I._ w/ II .I II ? + wut v, 11 u I[ - ‘I. 
Let us show by induc tion on lifll that, if (i)-(vi) are true for J thzn G=A~~-J Let 
us first observe that the relation !-Grm (as well as -+Grm) preserves the conjunction 
of ~~~~!itior~s (i)-(vi). TO be precise if f l-,rm g and conditions (i)-(vi) are true for 
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Let us consider some f~(X’u V-(o))* such that (i)-(vi) are true for .f: By 
condition (ii),f= [ pl,zl, ~13 l . l [pj, zj, qj] . l . [ ps, Z,, y,]w where w E X’*. BY con- 
dition (i), q(f) E #k$ and q(f) = Z, . . 0 Zj.. . 2”~. 
Case 1: q(f) is S, -irreducible. Hence q(f) E F. 
Subcase 1: w = E. Here, f is the right-hand side of a rule of type (1), hence f is 
i- Grm-reducibIe. 
Subcase 2: w f E and s f 0. If Zs = E, then by condition (vi), s z 2 and Z,_l f E. 
Setting g=[pJ,, ql]. . . [ps-l,.Zs-l, qJw -tie g--+&f (using the rule 
[p,_l, 6-1, qs--13 + EP.~-I 9 G-1, ss-dks-~, E, q.s-Jh If& f E, thenf is !-Grm-reduc- 
ible by a rule of type (3). 
Subcase 3: w f E and s = 0. Here, f = # w’where W’E X’* hence f is t-Grm-reducible 
by rule (4). 
Case 2: p(f) k &-reducible. SO, cp( f) = riUiW’ where i E [I ‘I z], friy iii, ai) is a rule 
of the component (Rip Ui, Vi) and W’E X’*. 
Subcase 4: 12, . . . Zj . . . Z” 1~ 1 riOit* As S1 is strongly injective, 2, . . . <;. . . Z, is 
S, -irreducible. By conditions (iii) and (v), we then deduce that qs E Qo. If z, = E, 
then f is t-Grm-reducible (by a rule of type (5)), otherwise f is FGrm-reducible by 
8 ruEc of typi (4) or (3). 
Subcase 2: !rivil s 12, . . l Zj l . . Z$ By definition of the alphabet V and by condi- 
tions (iii) and iv), for every jE [l, s], if ]<jla2, then there c&is some &t [i, rl] 
such that Z: = M;, and 2, . . . Zj-, E Ri; As SI is basic, there is no overlap between Ui 
and any word Zj (j E [ 1 9 s]). Hence there exists two integers k, I such tti~t ti s k q i - J, 
AZ* . . . Zk = ri and Zk+1.. . 2, = vi. Moreover 1= s because by condition (iv) qcwl E Q0 
and 2, . . . 2, is St -reducible. Let us consider the word /3 = 
[pk+, , Zk+1 y qk+J . . . [pi, Z,, q,]. pk+l = q+: E Qi ; .Zi f E because q,& QO; for every 
jE[k+l. 1-l], Zj#E by condition (vi), Yj~[k+l,I -11, qj=pj+l; .Zk+i . . .Z,=U~. 
Hence /3 is the right-hand side of a rule of type (2). As I = s, all the letters which 
are on the right of the given ae~llrf~nr~ nf p are in X’. Mence f is t-Gr+reducible. “-“-a. “XEVV v Cl 
bf fl+G a[p, -7, q]/?fi?r sm?e a , f3 E (X'u V)* and [ p, 2, q] E V, then 
40. e,,(dE” J) = p* 
roof. We prove this lemma by induction on the integer y! such that 
a-+ a[p, 2, q]p. If n = I, i’rrt: definition of the rules of type (1) shows that 
q0.8,,(&v))=q0.~(a)=p. Let us suppose that a-*~g-+&a[p,Z,q]/3=f for 
some n 2 i. “lk’e make the induction hypothesis that for every decomposition g = 
lr’[ p’, Z’, q’]p’ it is true that qo. &,(cp(a 
If the rule used in the last step of ivation is of ty e (3) or (4), i 
straightforward to show that qo. &J&Y)) = p. If the rule used in the last step of 
this derivation is of type (5), then 
g = dp’, 2’9 q’lF9 f = dp’, Z’, d-s’, E, . _
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If Ial s la’l, qo. &,(cp(cu)) = p by induction hypothesis. 
if i(yi = icy’!+- 1, then cy = &[p’, Z’, q’] and [P, 2, ql = 1q’, E, q’lr 
qo.(~s,(cp(a’))z’) =jf.Z’= q’. As 4% iJLr Qij &(&‘))Z’ is S;-irr~&lcibk!, hence 
~~,(~(~~‘)Z’j=~~,(~(a’))Z’.Ascp(aj=~(~’)Z’wecatnconcludethatq,.~~,(~(~))= 
q’ = q. whit - +I is the required property. 
If 1~13 icv’l+2, then a! = a’[~‘, Z’, q’][q’, ~,q’]p: and /3’=/3$; for some pi, 
pi E (X’u V)*. But cp( a) = cp( a’[ p’, Z’, q’]pi). Hence. by induction hypothesis 
40. @,,(9(~ jj = p. 
If the rule used in the last step of the derivation is of type (2) then 
where iE [ 1, n], y, 6 E (X’U V)“, [r, ui, r’] E c’; 
VkE[l,m--I], qk=pk+l, Z,...Zk...Z,,=vi. 
We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: Ial < 1~1. In other words, the given occurrence of [p, Z, q] is in 7. Hence, 
by the induction hypothesis, qo. t&&p (U )> = p. 
Case 2: !?I 6 Ial < Irw!. In other words, the given occurrence of [p, Z, y1 is the 
kth letter of w, for some k E [ 1, m]. By the induction hypothesis, qo. 0&(y)) = r. 
R\l tb& +G?F .LIOII of rules of type (2j, r = p,, pl. (Z, . . . &- , j L= qk-, and qk-l =pk. 
;;‘s yci_l E QO (because 23, is strongly injectivej U&T(~)) = e,,(&jj. Z, . . . Zk-, . 
Hence 
qo. ~s,kw) = ho. 8,,(dY))i.z, . . . zk-, = r.z, . . . a-, = qb+ = P. 
Case 3: lrwl s Ial. Hence S = S’S” for some a’, 6% (X’c; '5/j* and cy = YES’. by 
induction hypothesis, 
40. e&m-, 4, r’lW) = P and qo. fk,(dy)) = r. 
SO that qo. e,,(q( ywa’j) = p. 0 
a. Let& X’*. cr+ G f iflf E # L$. In other words, the larlguage generated 
by G is jjL L$. 
itions (i)-(vi) of Lemma 5, 
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If the rule used in the last step is not of type (2), then q(g) = p(;i) and by 
othesis, p(!r) E # L$. If the rule used in the last step is of type (2) 
then h = cu[p, u;, q]p; g = ~wp for some cy, p E (X’u V)” and some rule of type (2), 
[p, ui, q]+ w, where q(w) = vi. By Lemma5.5 q&$&(a)) =p,hence &,(p(a))~ Ri. 
so q(h) ,*, s, q(g). By induction hypothesis cp( h) E # L$ which is saturated by A s,, 
hence q(g)E #L$. Cl 
Let us see now that the semi-Thue system P is confluent . Given a semi-Thue 
system S over an alphabet Y, we say that a pair of rules of S, ((u, v), (u’, v’j j, is 
overlapping, iff either 
(I) va = bv’ for some 0, h E Y+ such that lb] < Iv], or 
(II) v= av’b fDr some a, b E Y* and (u, v) # (u’, v’). 
emark. The property to overlap is defined as a property of the ordered pair 
((u, v), (u’, v’)) and not of the set {(u, v), (u’, v’)}. It might happen that a pair 
if u, 0 j, (u, v)) is overlapping. 
?de ca!! a semi -Thue system overlapjke ii? it has no overiapping pair of i-irks. 
From the well known confluence criterium (see [21]) it is clear that every overlap-free 
sen-i-Thue system is confluent. 
In order to have a system P which is overlap-free, we must choose a c-system S, 
which is minimal with respect to #L$ in the sense detailed below. 
Let S be a c-system and L a language over a finite alphabet X, such that *as 
saturates L. S is said to be L-minimal iff, for every rule (r, u, u) E S, there exists 
u’ E X* such that ruw E L. 
In the next lemma we show that in Theorem 3.I +he ~~-~\rc+,=+,-+ C pan be chosen , C1‘b &-3JJCb11. ” tic/E‘ 
L-minimal. 
emma. Let Ar be n jnite @&abet. Let L = [RI,,\ where R is a rational language 
over X and 5 is a basic, strong@ injective, strict, finite c-system. Then rhere exisrs a 
c-system S, c S such that L = [ R]A.s y S1 is also basic, strongly injective, str!ct and 
jinite and, III addition, S, is L-minimk. 
FdOf. Let DE{ Ri X{ Ui}X(Vi}}i~[l,,,] be a finite decomposition of a c-system S over 
X, which is basic, strongly injective, strict and finite. Let R be a rational set over 
X. For every ie[i:nj, we define Ri-(rER,,3wEX~,ruiwELj. Let us set S,= 
u:i; 1 R: x {ui} x (vi). It is easy to check that L = [RI,, and S, is still basic, strongly 
injective and strict. To prove Lemma 5.8 it sufli s to show that e 
Let us consider the set H = ’ (Ju’*F’ n Irr(S). y Lemma 4.20, 
claim IW;;V that 
ViE[l, n], R:= in((H)X.g,rU~') 
(1) Let r E R:. Then, there exists w E 
SO 0s(r'Ui)E he fact that S is strongly injective a 
ear. ce YE 
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(2j Let rE Ri f7 ((H)Z+sr Ui“). There eX!StS h E H SUCh that rUi Fq h and r E Ri. 
By definition of H, there exists ‘UC E X* such that hw E k. As I+’ saturates L, m’w E L, 
hence r E R:. Hence every equality (8’) is true. Ey Lemma 3.6 the right-hand side 
of 8i is rational, hence R: is rationa!. q 
We can go back to our semi-Thue system $. From now on, we suppose t 
c-system S1 from which we have buil! P is #L$-minimal. By Lemma 5.8 this 
assumption can be made. We also suppose that L), is such that for every i E 11, n], 
RiZQ). 
5.9. Imma. P is overlap-free. 
roof. In part (I) we investigate all the pairs of P and show that an overlap of type 
1 is impossible. In part (2) we do the same work for overlaps of type Il. 
(1) For every pair (i,j) E [ 1,5] x [I, 55, with i = J, we show that a pair 
((u, v), (u’, v’)j, where (u, 0 j is of type (i) and (u’, v’) of type (J), or where (u’, v’) 
is of type (;l and (u.: V) of type ($, cannot be overlapping, We have omitted some 
pairs (i,j) for which the result is trivial. 
(1,l): Impossible, because in a rule of type (lj, 2, r #X*, Zm E X*$ and the 
other symbols Zk belong to X*. 
(1,2): As S, is minimal, if v’= [pi, Z:, q:] . . . [&, ZLp, t&], the only possible 
occurrence of # (resp. $) is in 2; (resp. 2;). The above argument can then be 
applied. 
(1,3): Impossible because v = y[ pm, Z’,,, qm] and v’= [p, 2, q]x where Zl,, E X*$ 
whiie Z e X*$ and y E V* while x g V. 
(1,5): Impossible because v =[P,,&, 4JY[Pm,ztI, qmland v’=I:p,Z slh WI 
where 2, E #X* (hence 2, # E) and Zn, E X*$ (hence Z”-, f 2). 
(2,2j: Impossible because v=Cp,.Z,,q,]...[~,,,,Z_~q,]~ v’=[p:J:,q~]... 
[pl,v, AZ;*, qkt]. But qm, qk+E Q-QO’ whiie for every k[l, m-l] (resp. k’~ 
[ 1, m’- l] j the fact that S, is strongly injective implies that qk (resp. qL#) E QO. 
(2,3): Impossible because v = [p, , 2, , q,] . . . [pm, Z,, qm], v’= [p, 2, q]x where 
x;EA !V and q’z QO while qrng QO. 
(2,5): Impossible because v = [p,, G, q,] . . . [pm, Z,, qm], v’= [p, 2, q][q, E, q] 
where [q, E, q] P! W and q. E Q. while qm sf Qo. 
(3,5): Impossible because v = [p, .Z, yjx where 2 # E and v’= 
[p’, Z’, q’j[q’, E, q’j where 2’ # E. 
(2) Here we consider all the pairs (i, j) E [ 1,5] x [ 1: 51 except those for which it 
is clear that an overlap of type II cannot occur. 
(1,l): Impossible because of the speciai letters #, $. 
411***[Pfn,&7l,qrn1, u’=BIP;,~;,q:3-- 
E [I, d) is in Qo. 
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(1,s): 
(291): 
b I 7’ m’9 -m 
is # L$-minimal, if 21’ is factor of u then we must have 2; = Z, and Zk, = &, hence 
v = v’. Let r~ Ri, where [,nl. 9 ui, qJ is the left-hand side of (u, v). As 2, E #x* and 
S1 is # L$-minimal, we mQM have i = E. Hence Z, . . . Zm is S,-r&ucible while 
2:. . . Zk is &-irreducible, contradicting the equality v = u’. 
<2,2): Impossible because S, is strongly injective. 
(2,3): Impossible because v E V* while v’@ V*. 
(2,4): Idem. 
(2,5): Impossible because v E W* while v’sf W*. 
(3, 1): Impossible because 1 ~‘12 2 and U’E V* while the only factor of v which 
belongs to V* has a length equal to one. 
(3,3): Impossible because u = [p, Z9 q]x, v’= [pI, 2, , ql] . . . [ pnl, Zn,, q,,,] and 
qEqO while qmEQ_QO. 
{3,4): Impossible because X is not a letter occurring in v. 
(3,5): Impossible because !uI = lu’l but the last letter of v’, some [q, E, q], cannot 
occur in 2). 
($1): The argument used in the case (3,1) also applies here. 
($2): Impossible because v = [p, 2, q][ q, E, q], v’ = [p, , Z’, , q,] . . . [ pnl, Zm, qm] 
where qe~~=s QjcQo while qmEQ-Q,. Cl 
. Lemma. P is kft-basic. 
roof. One can easily check that no left-hand side of a rule of P can strictly contain 
a right-hand side of rule. Hence condition (Cl) of Definition 2.2 is verified. 
As the i&-hand sides of rules of type 1, 2, 4, 5 are letters, they cannot be 
. 
ov,,.apped oz the Zeft by some right-hand side of rnle* ‘sience t’ne only vinta+;fifl -4 F n"‘UC1"I.a GE 
condition (C2) which could be possible would consist of a word u = 
[p, Z, q][ p’, x, q’] (left-hand side of a rule of type (3)) which would be overlapped 
on the left 1 y some right-hand side of rule. Since 2 IZ X*F$ u {e) and q E QoF such 
an overlap is impossible. 0 
We can now end the proof of Proposition 5.1. Let Y = X u { #, $} u V, f = u and 
S= P. By Lemma5.6,#L$=(f),,n(X~~{#,$))*.Sy Len?ma5.9,U"is~~~er!ap-~~~e, 
hence confluent. So 
#L$ = Tf]&, n (x’ u {#, $1)“. 
Lelmma 5.B0, S is left-basic and in addition, S is v-strict (wit respect to li*II)* 
ence Proposition 5.1 is proved. 
he fact that we start wit a c-cvstem S1 whit 
ic) is used in the proof of Lemma 5.4 (see 
is basic (and not 
roof, Case 
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(2) In Proposition 3.1, the property “left-basic” cannot be strengthened into 
“basic”. The reason is that every language of the form [f’]+ where S is a basic, 
confluent, v-strict semi-Thue system is a generalised NTS language [33, Chapter 
VI]. As the family of g.NTS languages is preserved by intersection with rational 
sets and some marked dells # t$ are not g. NTS languages, they cannot be represented 
as [f IS*:, n (X v {#, $)I* with S basic, confluent and v-strict. 
(3) In the proof of Proposition 5.1, we cou*” l IJ St2it ‘*itI; a LX( 
which generates # L$. Then, the finite set of triples (R, v, m) where (v, ml is a rule 
of G and R is the set of left-contexts r such that rv is a prefix of some right-sentential 
form CZ G, furnishes a c-system Sz which is monadic, strongly injective and finite 
(this is noticed, in a different vocabulary, in [ 1, p. 397, Exercise 5-2-101). We can 
then end the proof with that c-system S1 as we did with our c-system 5,. I-Ience 
our Theorem 3.1 cannot be cons:Aer d lU,.e_ as an obliged preliminary of Proposition 5.1. 
Ii ^_.^ -3LL _a__- 
IY~VGLLIICICSS, -we cannot exierid this remark io our next resuits (Tlnecrems 5.12 and 
5.17). 
We now want to establish the following result, which strengths the conditions 
that can be imposed on S in Propcsition 5.1. 
Let L be a languagti over the jinite alphabet X and let #, 5 be new 
letters. L is deterministic ontext-free if and only if there exists an alphabet Y containing 
X = X v {#, $1, a wordj‘~ Y”, a left-basic, confluent, v-strict,jnite semi-Thue s>)steHm 
S over Y, an homomorphism cp : Y* + X* and a rational set R over Y, such that 
# L$ = [_f]+ n XI*, [f lc, = q-‘(#i$)n R 
where X’* c R and pxee = Ic!,-~-.- L 
The only thing that remains to be proved is that, given a dcfl L, one can find S 
fulfilling the properties stated in Theorem 5.!2. Let P. be a dell eve; a finite alphabet --_-_ -4 -_r--- _ -_-
X. We consider the left-context-sensitive grammar G built in the proof of Proposition 
5.1. Let us denote by RMS( G) the set of rightmost sentential forms of G: RMS( G) = 
cfE(X’U V)“, 0 +Grm f}. Let us denote by R the following set: 
R ={TE (X’u V-{rr))‘ir r’uifik ail conditions (iii-(vij of Lemma 5A}u{a}. 
Let us extend the homomorphism cp by setting cp( T) = # m,,$ where m,! is some fixed 
word of L (m, can be arbitrarily chosen). Then we have 
# L$ = RMS( G) n X’*, (6) 
MS(@) = cp-‘(# L$) n R 6%) 
and ldx+. 
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T*={(u,u)E(X’ v v)* x (X’v )*l(u,v)EPand<p(v)EX’*$}, 
T,={(ux, rx)l(u, u)EP,cp(v)@X’*$andxEXu($}}, 
. T is overlarp-free. 
proof. Using the fact that no letter x E X u {$> can be the first letter of a word u 
such that (u, u) 5; P, one can show that every overlap of a pair of rules in T leads 
to an overlap of a pair of rules in P As P is overlap-free this is impossible. 0 
ma. T is left-basic. 
roof. Let us consider the left-hand side of a rule (cy, p) which is overlapped on 
the left by the right hand side of a rule (cy’, p’). 
Case 1: (cy, p) = (u, u) E P and (LY’, /3’) = (u’, u’) E F? This case is impossible 
because P is left-basic. 
Case 2: (aJ)=( IA, v) E P and (a’, ,B’) = (ra’x’, c’x’) where (d, c’) c R This case 
is impossible because P is left-basic and X’E X u {$} cannot be the first letter of u. 
Case3: (a!,p)=(ux,ux) where(u,u)~Pand(a’,~‘)=(u’,u’)~PThiscaseis 
impossible &cause P is left-basic and u cannot be a suffix of v’ : cp( u) E! X’*$ while 
(cl( v’) E x**!S. 
Case 4: (cu, p) = (ux, UX), ((Y’, p’) = (u’x’, u’x) where (u, u) and (u’, u’) belong to 
P The same argument as in Case 2 applies. 
Hence, condition (C2) of Definition 2.2 is fulfilled. Let us check now that condition 
(Cl) is also fulfilled. We consider two rules (a, p), (a’, p’) E T such that ac = @‘s’ 
for some r’, S’E (X’u V)“‘. -We distinguish the same cases as above. Cases i, 2 and 
4 are impossible. Case 3 is possible only when 
(a, P) = WI& VW 
b-4 ~?=(EP,Z,ql,~p!,~,,qll...[p,,,Z,,,q,~,l) isaruleoftypeG%fP 
(“;I, 2’) i / = (r P, z, 4lLP’, $9 al [P, z, 9x8 is a rule of type (3) of 
Hence, in this case, cy = [p, Z, q]$ = p’ an r’ = s’ = E, so that (Cl ) is ful 
-+- and F_ r are are preserving 
)-(a) is k-+-e 
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(1) LetfERMS(Gj and gE(X’u V)* such thatj+-g. Iff-a, it is clear that 
g E RMS(G). Let us suppose that f# Q. Then f = ya8 and g = #S for some y, 
&(X’u V)*and(G,p)E T.1f(a,@~ T,,then&?)EX’*Q W and hence ~(0) E -X’*F$. 
By Lemma 5.4, tp(yx)(~(S)E #L$, so q(S) = I, By Lemma 5.4, point (vi), either 
6 = R or 6 = [p, E, p]. But if 6 = [p, E, p], then S, has a rule of the form (r, E, u) with 
r E X’*$, which contradicts the # L$-minimality of S, . Hence S = E. So f + p g and 
this derivation is rightmost. Hence g c RMS(G). If (cu, #3) E T2, then f = yuxS and 
g = yuxS for some (u, U) E P, x E X u {$} and ‘y, 6 E (X’u V)*. By Lemma 5.4, point 
(ii), 6 E X’*, hence j + G”” g. 
(2) By similar arguments, one can show that t-T saturates RMS( G). 
(3) Let f e RMS( G) -(a}. Then there exist g E RMS( G), ‘y, S E (X’u V)* and 
(~,vj~Psuchthatf=yvS,g=yu~and6~X’*.IfISj=O,as~(f)~~L$,wemust 
have cp( v) E X’“$. ence (u, U)E T, and f is T:-reducible. If 1812 1, as q(f)E #L$, 
=,nlE;\c v'*q: p?ce ;n(t,)9 X’*$. Let S =x8’ where -YE X’, S’E X’*. Then 
(“Iu,~~~~~’ anwb f is Tz-reducible. 
Lemma 5.15 follows from these three properties. 0 
We can now end the proof of Theorem 5.12. Let us take S = T. S k v-strict with 
respect to the valuation 11 * II considered in the proof of Lemma 5.4. Then the equalities 
8, , iiS2 and Lemma3 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show that S, R and ;v^ are Frothing the 
properties announced in Theorem 5.12. 
%.16. Example. Let us compute the semi-Thue systems P and T in the fohowir; 
example. 
x = ia, bl, L = (a’nb2n),21 u (a’n+‘bJn+2)nz0 
S, = #ia)j~ x (bj x (aZb’j u #(a2j*c x {S) x ia2b5) 
F = (#a’b’$, #ab’$) and # L$ = [F]+ 
R, = #(a2)*, R2 = #(a2)“a, 
Irr(S,) = C[[#(a2)“b3 u #(a’)+ab’]X’*]. 
The automaton A can be drawn as shown in Fig. 9 with 
Q = [0, 121 (t’- ne set of all integers n such that 0 < n s 12) 
Qo=Q-PI, Q,=O, 31, Q2 = -t&J). 
The semi-Thue system P is constituted of the foiiow2iig ruies. 
0) cr+ LO, 7% 11L a, 21[2, a, 3][3, b, LOIDO, b, 113r 11, $3 121, 
u-+ 10, #, l][l, a, 2][2, b, 12][12, b, U][ 12, $, 121. 
(2) En, b, 121+11, a,2112, a,31[3, b, LOlClO, 6, WW, b,91, 
) a, 3][3, b, lO][lO, b, i ij[i I, b, 81, 
4, b, 5][5, II, 6][ti9 
, h 5][5, b, 6][6, b, 71[7, h 81189 b, 93. 
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Fig. 9. 
(3) E P, &4X4, x, $I+ E P, Z, q]x. For every Z E (a, 6, #), x E (a, b, $}, p, q, q’ E 
[O, 121 SsuCh that q fr 9, p.z = q, q. x = q’. 
(4) [0, #, I]+ #. The semi-Thue system T is constituted of the lu!es (we denote 
by (i.j) the set sf r~uies of K deduced from the rules of type j of P): 
(1.1) c+CO,#, W, a,2][2, a,3lP, b, lO]UO, b, 11][1~,$,12], 
3 -+ [0, #, l][l, a, 2][L, n, 12][12, b, 12][ 12, $, 12-J 
(1.3) EP, Z 4114, $, q’l-+ b, 5 ql$ for every 2 E Ia, h #I, P, 4, 0 I?, 121 such 
that q # 9, p.Z = q, q.$ = q’. 
(2.2) [I, b, 12]x+[1, a,2][2, a, 3][3, b, 10][18, b, ll][ll, b,9]x, 
13, b, 1O]x+[3, a, 4][4, a: 3113, b, nO][aO, b, ll][ll, b,9]x, 
II2, b, 1% + 12, a, 3113, a, 43c4, b, 5X5, b, 4l[6, b, VU, b, 8lC8, b, 91~~ 
14, b, 51x + [4, a, 33[3, a, 4li[49 b, 5lC5, b, 63i6, b, YV, b, 81[8,b, 91x 
for every x E {a, b, $}. 
(2.3) [p, Z, q][q, x, q’]y + 1. p, 2, q]xy for ever Jwa9 b9#L xE-b? bL yE 
(a, b, $1, p, q, q’ E [O, 121 such that q f 9, p. Z = q, 
(2.4) 10, #, l]x + #x for every x E (a, b, $1. 
5.2. Some decision problems about finite se 
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Question: Are the lariguagzs L( A,), L( A,) equal? 
The other problems that we consider here involve the notions of syntactic con- 
gruence (which is classical) and the notion of partial confluence (which we deii”lne 
below). 
Let L be a lnnguage over a finite alphabet X. The syntactic congruence of L, noted 
sL, is defined 2s the greatest congruence - (for the inclusion ordering) over the 
monoid X* which saturates L (i.e. suTh that for every J; g E X*, f~ L and f - g 
imply g E L) [ 191. It can be characterised by f = L g iff for every ~1, p E 
agp E L. Let S be a finite semi-Thue system over X and let f (resp. K) be a word 
(resp. a subset) of X*. We say that S is j7Gdllly confluent on f (resp. on K j iff 
(f L, = [f ]+ (resp. (KL, = [K],,). 
We shall consider between two problems the relation of recursive reduction and 
recursive equivalence. We say that a problem P recursively reduces to a problem P’ 
iff there exists a recursive function q, which maps every instance x of P into an 
instance q(x) of P’, such that the solution of problem P on x is the sa.me as the 
solution of problem P’ on q(x). P and P’ are said to be recursively equivalent iff 
each one of these problems recursively reduces to the oiher (we shall sometimes 
omit the words “recursive” or “recursively” when no mnfusion is possrbie). The 
main result of this section is the following. 
eorem. The following four problems are recursively equivalent: 
the equivalence problem for dpda; 
!k rkzss equivalence problem _for k?J~-basic, conjTueni, strict, finite semi-Thue 
systpms; 
the word problem for the syntactic congruence of one class specijed by a left-basic, 
confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue system; 
the problem of partial confluence on a word for left-basic, strict, finite semi-Thue 
SJSt~i~iS. 
Let us define more precisely Problems 2, 3 and 4. 
ro (Instance): One word f and two semi-Thue systems S, , Sz over an alphabet 
X, such thai S,, S7 are left-basic., confluent, strict and finite. 
(Question): [j]+ = [f IA, ? 
(This problem has b;en inveskgated in Section 4 for some other classes of c-systems 
or semi-Thue systems). 
r0 (Instance): Three words J g, .1 and one semi-Thue syste-m S over an 
alphabet X, such that S is left-basic, confluent, strict and finite. 
(Question): f sL g where E = [h],,s? 
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(Question): (f L, = [f IAs? 
The next three propositions will allow us to reduce Problem 1 to Problem 3. The 
constructions that we make in the proof of these propositions will be also used to 
reduce Problem 1 to Problem 2 and Problem 1 to Problem 4. 
In the following, by proper kmguage we mean a language which does not contain 
the empty word and by proper semi-mue system we mean a semi-Thue system such 
that, for every rule (u, u), u is not the empty word. 
5. The equivalence problem for two dpdas reduces to the eqkalence 
problem for one dpda a& one class specified by a left-basic, overlap-free, strict, jinite 
and proper semi- The system. 
roof. Let A,, A2 be two dpdas on the terminal alphabck X. Let e, = e(A,) and 
By Theorem 5.12, one can find an alphabet Yz containing X and two special 
letters #, $, a word fi E YF, a left-basic, confluent, v-strict, finite semi-Thue system 
S, over Y:‘, an homomorphism q,: YT + X’* (where X’ means X u{#, $}) and a 
rational set bi, over Y1 such that 
#I$$= [J”1]&.\ n xr*, 
1 
MLs, =q;'(#L$)nR,, 
XI* c R,, qlIx+ = Idx+. 
Moreover, the proof of Theorem 5.12 shows that S, can be chosen overlap-free and 
proper. We claim that L! =L-, iff [fi]~,,=(pr’(#~~~)17R,. 
(1) Let us suppose that L1 = k?. Then 
q_‘G#%,$) n R, =q$(#L,$)n R2, 
and hence [fi&+_ = &#Lz$)n R2. 
(2) Let us suppose Ihat [I$]+ = c,D;‘(#~$) n R, f hence 
~;'(#L,$)nR,=~;l(~L~~~nR,. w 
But, since cpl restricted to X’” is the identity mapping in X’*, and X’* is included 
in RI, for every language Lc X’*, cp,( soy’{ L) n R,) = L. Applying cpl to both sides 
--&f ~81..~l;t,r WI ~,yUUIILJ (%‘), we obtain + L,$ = # L,$, hence LI = Lz. Our claim is then proved. 
In order to deal with a strict semi-Thue system (instead of a merely v-strict 
semi-Thue system) we use the following trick. Let nt = max,., v,( v(y)) (where t’ is 
a valuation s,uch that S, is v-strict with respect to v). For every i E [ 1, m] we define 
a espy Yi of Y, ; all copies are disjoint and every y E Y, has a CO Y_Yi.in yi tie [L ml9 
in the case where 8’ = 1, J+ = y); we define ? = U:‘r, B $: Y$+ Y-+ is the 
homomorphism defined by Vy E Y,, 3/(y) = yl Jo. . . y,, with p = v(y). 
s-~~(S,)={(rClfu),~(~~)))(u, u)E&}, as for every wE YT, $(W)l=4W), +C%) is 
strict. One can easily check that S re ains left-basic, overla 
oreover 
The left-hand side ofth,_ ____ _bp_;.=cJ .” w v.uOJ 3y ic iact p ,rlqrit\, ic 9 F15bCrz 0tieAfinA b=* m 1~~~ I---:- UaI1bU uy Q IGIL-USLSIL;, overiap-free, 
strict, finite semi-Thus system while the right-hand side is a dcfl. Cl 
Let us consider the f4lowing generalisation of the notion of syntactic congruence 
of a language. Given an alphabet X and tFwo languages L, 9 L2 over X; we define 
the re!ation Syntx (Li, L2) as: for every J g E X* x X*, (J; g) G SypiPx (k, , I&) iff 
VCY E El, VP E X”, u@ E L,e cvgj3 E L2. This rekiion is a right-congruence. One can 
notice that Synt&JC*, k,) is nothing othsr than the syntactic congruence of iz. 
’ O+ us make one more step toward the re&ction of Problem 1 to Problem 3. UYC 
5.19. The equivalence problem for one dpda and one class specijied by 
a lef&basic, overlap-free, strict, finite, proper semi-Thue system, reduces to the word 
problem for a right-congruence Syntx ( R, [a]+) dejned by a rational, proper language 
R, a left-basic, overlap-free, strict, jnite, proger semi-‘Fhue system S and a letter cr. 
roof. Let us consider a finite alphabet X, a dpda A, over X, a word fi E X* and 
a left-basic, overlap-free , strict, finite semi-Thue system Sz over X. We note L, = 
L(Ai), L2 = [f&,, . By Theorem 3.1, L, = [RI+, where R is a ration4 s-ubset of ‘2 
X* and S, is a basic, confluent, strict, finite c-system. 
Let a, b, (T be new letters. We define 
Y-“- I- -A wl,u,b,uis), K = aRb w (u), M, = aRj 
T*=iJ Kix{Ui}x(Vi}, L’, = ai,b u (ai 
i=l 
We have L: = [‘4=]+, and Li = ]u]+ where T, is still a basic, confluent, strict, 
fi*;+* A “8..-+ illlllcL b-aysrem, T2 is a left-basic, overlap-free, strict, finite, proper semi-Thue system, 
K is rational and c is a letter. Cleariy, L, = L2 iff Li = Li. We claim that this last 
quality is true iff 
(i) K c LG, 
(ii\ I[rr(T,) - K c Ei, 
(iii) VtE[l, n], (1Aiy Vi)ESyllt~(Ki, L[1). 
ere E denotes the complement of L in X”, for any language k over X. 
Let us prove this claim. 4s TI is confluent, p, = [ Irr( T,) - K I+., . We then always 
have K c L: ~ Irr( T,) - K c PI, Moreover c) T, saturates L’, , which is equivalent to 
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Let sac cllnnnce that nrnnf4e~ ’ /t: 13;: :iii: are ii-tie. Ry (iii) 4-? T, UC3 ouyy”“- -.a-* r”i’r -a-=--.- \- 3 .-. ,3 , sat_Giates I!& 
hence ,*, T1 saturates Ls. By (i), K c LG. As A T, saturates Z& it follows that 
Nl + c Ei. By (ii), we obtain [IFF( T,)- K],, c k$. 
I-Ience ‘Li c Li and p, c l$, which implies that k\ = Li. The claim is proved. 
Conditions (i, and (ii) are decidable because K and IFF( T,) - M are rationai w&it: 
I!,: and Li are deterministic context-free. The problem L( A,) = [f2]+2 is then reduced 
to ti finit.e number of instances of the problem (u, u) E Synt .(H, L) where M is a 
proper, rational subset of Y* and L has the form [a]+ for some letter u E Y and 
some left-basic, overlap-free, strict, finite, proper semi-Thue system over x •l 
The next step of our reduction of Problem 1 to Problem 3 is given by the 
osition. The word problem for a right-congruence Syntx (R, [o].+) dejned 
by a rational, proper language R, a left-basic, overlap-free, strict, finite, proper, semi- 
Thue system S and Q letter CT reduce? to the word problem for the syntactic congruence 
qf one clizss specijied b-y a left-basic, conjluent, strict, jnite semi-Thue system. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the piGof of Piopositlor: 5.1. It cubists 
of defining a new alphabet Y which encodes the calculi of a finite automaton 
which recognises both languages R and Irr(S). We then define a semi-Thue system 
T over Y which is made of the rules of S augmented by new rules encoding the 
reductions of S that overlap the words wl, w2 in a left-context belonging to R. 
Let us fix some finite alphabet X, a rational proper language R over X, a letter 
u E X, a left-basic, overlap-free, strict, finite proper semi-Thue system S over X and 
two words kS?_ ‘I9 ti’i E -*. AS A 5 c Syntx (R, [c],,), ( W, i w=) G SyntY (. Rt [(T]~,) ifl 
(O&V,), O&V,)) E Syntx( R, [o]+). Hence we can always suppose that w,, w2 are 
.$;pr&&y& 
We notice zhat If R is y__r_. _.__ _ ._ ~pPn~,er .~srnrl c ic proper, ss( R) is alsc a proper !anguage, 
By Theorem 3.8, 8,(R) is a rational language. One can check that the relations 
Syntx( R, [CT];,) and $r?tx(&( R), [a].+) are equal. Hence we can always suppose 
that R is a subset of IFF(S). 
Let _A = (X, Q, qo, d, Qj be a finite, complete, deterministic automaton which 
recognises R and Irr(S) in the sense that are two subsets Q+, QO of Q such 
that L(A, Q+) = R and E(A, Qo) = IFF(S). e assumption that R c IFF( S), 
Qo. -Vie suppose that e . e. J  1’ rlr state oI” ,A is accessible. We denote by Qc the set of states 
which are Q+ -coaccessible: 
We denote by Left(S) the set {es E X*, 3v E X*, ( LI, II) E S)_ e @EM-ice m,-, inwFs 
word u is a !ejbr?t 
Ir! -=c yd[)==as’= E. 
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for S iff for every r E Irr( S), (r, u) is a left-block for S (see Definition 4.11). We 
denote by _w the set of words 
Proof. Let us define 
M’ = (w E X* 1 w = u’u” where U’ is a left-atcm and tp” is a word such 
that Iu”l s I’ and I u’1-t I u”; s I + I’). 
tine can check that t-s saturates M’. But (u, dv”) E S and of’s E M imply that 
us E JU’. Hence O,( us) E A@’ n Irr( S) = Iki. Cl 






all the letters x E X, 
two special letters IV,, ‘bV2, 
symbols of the form [ p, x, q]? for every p, 4 E QC, x E X such that p. _x = q, 
symbols of the form [ p, ti*, q], for every p E QC, q E Q, w E M such that p. w = q. 
iis define $3 : Y* + X* as the homomorphism preserving X, sending Wr; on wk 
(ic E { 1,2}) and erasing the states. More precisely, if x E X, cp( x) = x, if k E {I. 21, a. 
<p( w&= wk, d[p,x,q])= x and 9 ([ p? w, 4-J) = w. Given a !etter y of the form 
[ p, x, q] (resp. [ p, w, q]) we call p the left-state ~fy, and we call q the right-state of 
y. p- vtUlU J t 1 A 1 r-WA cp w* is said is be monotonous ii;” every factor of iength 2, y, y2, of J is 
such that either y1 E X u { W,, W,} or y, E X u { W,, W,) or the right-state of yi is 
equal to the left-state of yl?. Given a word m E X* and t=fio states p, q t’ Q sit& that 
p. m = q, we define p -m q as the unique word SE Y* such that every Eetter of .f is 
of type 3, f is monotonous, the left-state of the first !etter off is p and the right-state 
of the last letter off is q. 
systmi 1 ? The semi-Tinue system T l IS constituted of all the rules of the following 
types: 
(1) lP9 x9 qxq, “‘k,“+~P,~,~~~k where qEQ+, kE(1,2), 
(2) [p, esi14~), f+‘j-+p -2’ q[q. d’s, r] where (u, ~‘9’) E S, v”s E M. 
(3) [P, s, q’lu+[p, sv’, q] u” where ( 11: dv”) E S, q E Q., v’ P E, v” lit E, sd E M. 
(4) [ p, ~2, p]u + p -2 q[q: v”, fj ii”’ wirere ( u, v’v”2.f”) E S, p E QL., 0’ # E, v”’ # E, 
v” E 
a 5.21 if (u, v’v”) E S and v”s E IL!, then &( US) E 
(u, AI”) is a rule 
Controlled wwritirog systems 
T is overlap#ree. 
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. Forevery(i,j)E[11,5]xC1,5]wecheckthatnopairofrules((cw,P),(a’,P’)), 
where (e, /3) is crftq’pe i and (a’, p’j of typej, is overlapping. We omit the trivial cases. 
(‘l,jj (air my i E [ ‘_,6]): No overlap of this kind is possible because the only 
right-hand sides of rules containing a letter W’ (k E { 1,2}) are of type 1 and such 
2 right-hand side completely defines its left-hand side. 
(2, j): (2,2) Such an overlap is impossible because S is overlap-free. 
(2,3) Here fl = p -L” (I[ q, v”s, r], p’ = [p’, s’v”‘, q’]v”“. The fact that q’ E Q. while 
r g Q. (because p is accessible and v’v” is a redex of S) implies that (p, p’) is not 
overlapping. 
(2,4) Such ar_ overlap is impossible because S is overlap-free. 
(3, j): (3,2) Same argument as for case (2,J). 
(4, j) or (5, j): Here also, every overlap would lead to an overlap in §, which is 
overlap-free. 0 
5.23. Le a. T is left-basic. 
Proof. The same kind of arguments as in tf;i: proof of Le.m.ma 5.21 can be used to 
-__.*_A. treat ali the cases except the fotlo&~g. (a, p) 3s of type (3) whi!e (tit, p’) is of type 
(2). Let us show that cy canno; I-SC overlapped on the left by /3’. 
----__-. - 
iX = [p, s, q’]u, p = [ p, sv’, q]v” where q E Qo, 
,, ” - ____ 
p* ~ PI _ q**[qfi, vbtfts*, r] ii;here ( Et, ~“‘v’~~~) E 3; 
ipi A). v’= q E QO and p is accessible, hence p. s E QU. So, q’ E Q. while r E QO. It .._..-_----.---- 
follows that the letters [p, s, q’] and [q”, v”‘~‘, r] are diRerent, so that cy and p’ 
cannot overlap. Cl 
Let us consider the following valuation v: Y* + N defined by 
VEX, v(x)= 1; Vk@,2}, v(Wk)=1’+2 
%r every letter [p, x, q], v([ p, X, q]) = 1 
for every letter [p, w, q], v([p, w, q]j = lwl+ 1. 
ma, T is v-strict with respect o v. 
The proof is trivial. 
25. 3. Let us consider themfinite set 
SF = ([qo? rS, qi][qi 3 p f1.1 i%,_ t7; q!]; [qo, E, qt,]o-} -9 7lJ7 b-fid,‘, where 
For every h C Y*, h t iF]+ itions on It hold 
( 1) h can be decomposed as h = f where f = q. -?n q, E ( w7, , %Vz, [q, ‘d, U-J), 
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Pwa@f~ Let L = (h E Y* a -m. , conditions ( l), (2), (3) on h hold}. We shall prove that 
(a) if h c I,-- F, tkn k is T-reducible, 
(b) I-T saturates p” . 
(42) "I_-r_.___Y dT CatultntPc L. 
c 1 iOi3 these properties and the fact that Fc L, Lemma 5.25 will follow. 
(a) Let 12 E L - F. We consider a decomposition h =fWg satisfying conditions 
01, (2), (31. 
Case 1: WE { W,, W,}. By condition (2), q E Q+. As R is proper, we must have 
m#E and henceffz. The last letter off is of the type [q’, X, q] and hence h is 
T-reducible (by a rule of type 1). 
Case 2: WE { Ur,, W*} and <p(h) is S-irreducible. By condition (3) and the 
hypothesis that p(h) is S-irreducible, cp( h) = 0. It follows that h E F, contradicting 
the asstimption that h E L - E ence this case is impossible. -- Ccse 3: ‘G It” ( ‘VI , ‘;;;j and cp(a j is S-reducible. So, h = f [ q, w, r]g where f’= 
40- ‘,,q, mEX*,qH&, WEM, rEQ,gEX*. 
q(h) = mwg = au/3 for some c, /3 E X* and (G, 8) E S such that this occurrence of 
v is a Ieftmost redex. As q E Qc, m is S-irreducibie and by definition of M, w is 
S-irreducible. Four subcases can arise depending on the position of the occurrence 
of v. 
Subcase 1 (see Fig. lo(a)): Here m = cd, w = d’s where v’v” = V, a, s E X? 
Hence h is T-reducibie by a rule of type (2). 
Subca,qc 2 (seU; Fig. I$@)): Here w I SC’, g = v”g’ where v’v”= 27, v”f E, s, g’E X*_ 
If v’= E, then h is T-reducible by a rule of type (5). If v’ z E, then, as the occurrence 
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Fig. IO(d). 
Subcme 3 (see Fig. W(c)): m = CYV’, Y = v”, g = v”‘s where v’v”v”‘= v, s E 
0’ # E, v”’ # 1. ere h is T-reducible by a rule of type (4). 
Subcase 4 (see Fig. 1 O(d)): g = g’vg” where g’, g’k X”. ere h is T-reducible by a 
rule of type (5). 
Roim (a) is ther. proved. 
(b) The conjunction of conditions (1) and (2) is preserved by t-T. For every rule 
(cy, P)E K q(p) I+-C&E). Hence condition (3) is p:ecervPd by k--r. 
(c) By the same means one can prove that L is saturated by +T. Cl 
a. (w,, wkSynbdR,[o],,) iff (W,, ?4+~Synt~(Y*,[F],,). 
Let us denote by Vk (k E { 1,2)) the set of contexts in X* sending wk in [G]+ 
(i.e. the set of pairs (cy, p) E X* x X* such that CYW$I E [a],,). Similarly G$ (k E 
\‘I9 2)) denotes the set of contexts in Y’ sending Wk in [F]+. Let 
K = (f~ Y*(every letter of .f is of type (3) and the first Wer off‘ has a 
left state equal to qij and the !ast letter off has a right state 
which belongs to Q+}. 
Let @ : Y* x I’” + X* x X* be the homomorphism defined by 
Lemma 5.?5 shn*=r* 1v Vva that for every k E (1,2) 
Hence %,=%$iff &=%$. Cl 
roof 0 (Conclusion). Let Y’ be a new alphabet delhnea ‘y 
Y’ = Y u {a, b, a’i where a, b, qlr’ are new letters. Let T’ = T u ((c’, n,fb)>~~ F. From 
lemmas 5.22 and 5.25 and the fact that a, b a;e new letiers we conclude that T’ is 
overlap-free and Zeft-basic. As [a’], , = a ([ F]& , )& u (~‘1, using 
see that 
If we extend the valuation v, used in lem 
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in the proof of Proposition 5.18 one can define a new alphabet Y’ and a homomorph- 
ism rb : Y’* -i Y’* such that $( T’) is still left-basic, overlap-free, finite and, in addition 
@(T’) is strict. We also have ( W, , W,) E Synty( Y’*, [a’],,.) iff 
(see the proof of Proposition 5.18). 
Hence we are reduced to the word-problem for the syntactic congruence of one 
class specified by a left-basic, confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue system. U 
Proof of Theorem 5.17. Let us denote by P s P’ the fact that the prob!em P recursivc!y 
reduces to the problem P’. 
Problem 1 s Problem 3: This is a consequence of Propositions 5.18, 5.19, 5.20. 
Problem f G Problem 2: By Propositions 5.18, 5.19, problem Pl reduces to the 
word problem for a right-congruence Syntx (R, [a],,) defined by a rational, proper 
language R, a left-basic, overlap-free, strict, finite, proper semi-Thue system S and 
a letter U. Let us start now with this last problem and use the notations and the 
constructions given in the proof of Proposition 5X!. Let us look at the semi-Thue 
system T. Let q : Y* + Y* be the homomorphism which preserves every letter of 
Y - ( W, , Wz) and which exchanges the letters Wi , Wz : 
VYE Y-WI, WI, dy)=y, rlW,)= wz, ?1W)= WI. 
Let us denote by q(T) the semi-Thue system ((q(k), ~(zI)))(,,,~,~,~. We claim that 
( w, , Wz) E Synt v( Y”, [F-j+) if and only if [F]+ = [F-J&,,,,. 
(1) Let us suppose that ( W,, WJ E Syntv( Y”, [FIAT). Let us denote bv = the 
syntactic congruence of [F-j+. As WI = -W’, for every w E Y*, w = v(w): Hence 
q([F],,)c [F]+ and, as v 0 v = Idv*, [F],, c q([F]+.). As q(F) = F we have 
also the equality q( [ F],,) = [_F]AstTI. Finally we have proved that [F],, = [F],?,,, . 
(2) Let us suppose that [F],, = [F-j,_. Let k E (1,2} and cy, p E Y* such that 
~V@[F],,. Then ~((Y)T( Z$,.)~(P)E[F]~,,~~. By Lemma 5.25, Q, p are in 
(Y-{ w,, I&})*, hence T((Y) = cy, q(p) = p. So, a~( W&l is in [FIA,,,,, which by 
hypothesis, is the language [F],, . Hence I& = q( W,). 
Our claim is proved. By this claim and Lemma 5.26, Problem 1 is now reduced 
to the -problem [F].+. = [F]&,, T,. One can notice that the sets {U E Y*, 3u E Y*, 
(us V) E T} = Left( T) and { y E Y*, 3 M E Y*, (M, u) E T} = Xight( T) are preserved by 
?* Hence T and y( r) are both left-basic and overlap-free. v preserves v, hence 
‘I( 7’) is v-strict with respect to v. Let us extend q to Y’ by setting Vy E {a, h. a), 
7 ( y) = _v. It is straightforward that 
[Fl, = CFI +.+ ifi WI cl+ = [a’] A . 
I ?jl ! ’ Ill I I I Ih’ril 1’) 
Testing this East equality is an ins;:ance of Probiem 2. 
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Problem 1 s Problem 4: It suffices to reduce the instance of Problem 2 obtained 
in the reduction above to an instance of Problem 4. Let T” = +( T’) TV $0 v( T’). We 
claim that [ u’]~~,( T )= [ (P’)~~~~, T , iff [a’]+... = (a’)+. 
(1) Let us suppose that [a’]&,, T”, = [c’]+ rl,T.,  Let us note L = [u’]~~,, I”, . 80th 0 
relations - +( T’), - ILoa( Tfj are saturating L. Hence their union, f, T” is saturating 
L. Hence [a’] +..c L. AS #( T’) is confluent L = (a’)_+,.,, which is included in 
(CT’),... l Hence [a’]+_,, c (e+__.,. This implies that Fc’~... = (cr’).. . 
(2) Let us suppose that [o’]+. = (c’)+,,. Let f~ [cF’]~~‘..,. Lei’ $ be the unique 
word such that fF &os(T’) $ and $ is rl, 0 q( T’)-irreducible. SE [a’],,. and, as: 
Right( q( T)) = Right( T), we also have Right( + 0 q( T’)) = Right( rl/( T’)). Hence f is 
T”-irreducible. By the hypothesis, SE (u’)+,, so $ = (P’ and fE [ ~‘1~~~~~ ,,, . We have 
proved the inclusion [ u’]~~,’ T,) c [ c’]~~_~, T,,. The converse inclusion can be proved 
by same means. Our claim is then proved. 
As Left( T”) = Left( +( T’)) and Right( T”) = Right( +( T’)), T” is left-basic and strict 
(but it contains overlaps of type II). Testing whether [a’], r, = ((T’)+. is hence an 
instance of Problem 4. 
Problem 2 s Problem 1: This is clear because every language of the form [f]+ 
where S is a left-basic, confluent, strict and finite semi-Thue system is recognised 
by some dpda which is computable from ,f and S. 
FroZliem 3 6 Problem 1: Let us consider a finite alphabet X, three words f; g, 
h E X* and one semi-Thue system S over X, such that S is left-basic, confluent, 
strict and finite. Let us note L = [II]+. Prob!em 3 is “f FE L g?” WP -+A- q -1=r . . ti WV‘ J‘UGL u I‘% **
letter # and for every word w E X* we set 
L,*.={CM@lI cYEx*,pEX*, cvwps L). 
f srg iff L,.=L,, and &/., L, are dcfls. Hence we are reduced to an instance of 
ProbleKY I- 
Problem 4~ Problem 1: Let us consider a finite alphabet X, a word f~ X* and a 
semi-Thue system S over X such that S is left-basic, strict and finite. Problem 4 is 
“(f)&, = [J-l&, ?” Let us denote by *, 3 the inverse of relation F+ : g *I, h iff 
h Fls g. L-!t L = (f)%,, . We claim that (f)+ = [f]+ iff, for every (u, u) E S, u 3 L v. 
(1) Let us suppose that (f)+ = [f]+. Let US show that es saturates (f)+. Let 
g E (f)+ and h E X* such that g ws h. There exists some word K such that h Fls 6 
and $ is S-irreducible. f ,*, s g c) s h As 6 hence 6~ [jf]+ which is equal to (f)+. 
As k is S-irreducible, k=cf: Hence h E (f)+. It is clear that c, s saturates (f>+ 
iff, for every (1-1, 9) E S, ti = L v. 
(2) Let us suppose that for every (u, u) E S, u = L G. By !:his hypothesis, ~5 
Ca+*nrr9t P 1 JucuILcLes L/. f des C.L an saturates L, so [f]+ c L. L = (_f& = (f>.%,\. Hence 
Cfl + c (f)+ and, as the converse inclusion is trivial, (f)+ = Ef]+. The claim is 
proved. 
The relation 1-1~ is generated by the left-basic, strongly injective, strict, finite 
c-system LMR(S). Hence, by Theorem 3.1 , L is a dcfl. NOE-, by the trick used in 
the reduction of Problem 3 to Problem 1, every question “u E 1. u?” reduces to a 
question of the form ‘*LU = L 3” where L,, L, are dcfls. I-Ience every instance of 
Problem 4 reduces to a finite number of instances of Problem 1. Cl 
Problem 2 and Problem 3 have already been shown to be decidable for basic 
(insttzad of left-basic), con&rent, strict, finite semi-Thue systems [34]. 
that Problem 4 is also decidable for basic (instead of left-basic) strict, finite semi-Thue 
systems. We prove the following more general result, which deals wit 
confluence on a rational set instead of partial confluence on a single word. 
The problem of partial co.rfluence on a rational set is decidable for 
basic, strict, finite semi-Thue systems. 
Let us define more precisely this problem (we shall call it Problem 4’). 
Instance: One rational set R and one semi-Thue system S over a finite alphabet 
X, such that S is basic, strict and finite. 
Question; : ( R),,, = [ R IAs? 
Let us consider an instance (R, S, X) of Problem 4’. Let # be a new letter. For 
every w E X* we define 
IC( w) = {CMpI Q! E Irr( S), p E Irr( S), awJ3 E (I& IJ 
The letters IC stand for irreducible contexts. The reader wilt notice that the main 
rl;cT,-,**, b,-r+..,e-$.= r.q/ -2.) -=‘I J *& - 1,- ----_ _- 1 =G111-&.iil\*i vu&~? bLnA iL\ rr, uAaU rilt; Aetrll@Icl@ I,, GefGiCKi h the dUCtiOn of Probiem 
3 to Problem 1 is that IC( . . , I*)) encodes only the irredvri& pntevtc q--rf:-- n . ': : _ ' ,-' -_-_-..CU dr~ruAAA~ b'b 111 \fiL/z+,~,. 
'tie :-em2 ihai the eauivalence problem for finite-turn dpda is solved by the 
so-calied Parallel Stacking Algorithm (this tilgorithm is defined rn [38] and its 
complexity is anaiysed in [2]). Let us denote by PSA(A, , AZ) the result of this 
algorithm applied on the finite-turn dpda kl , A2 (this result is I if K+, A2 are 
equivalent, 0 otherwise). 
. I__._- - Let zys ~~yisper de f~m__,iiig. 
(1) RIB:= 1 
(2) FOR every (u, u) E S, DO 
(3) Compute two one-turn dpda A,, A,, such that: 
L(A,) = IC( M) and [_(A,,) = iIC( u) 
(Such a computation is described in the proof of Piopo&irsii Za’i-2 of [Mj. 
Though this reference deals with a semi-Thue system P which is the set of 
prodrrr*iorr ~u~IcIc v A3 of a proper cf grammar, it is still valid for a basic, strict, 
It is clear that this algorithm always terminales. Let us prove that it is correct in 
the sense that its output is I if and only if 
. Our algorithm will be correct iff the followin, equivalence holds: 
(1) Let us suppose that (R),, = [RI,, . By the same means as in the reduction 
or Problem 4 to problem I (point (1)) one can then deduce that W( u, o) E S, u = L u 
where L = (R),,, . This implies that for every (u, v) E S, IC( u) = IC( u). 
(2) Let us suppose that for every (u, u) E S, IC( u) = IC( 0). Let us denote by 1 
+,>.e szt, T---J cp’, rrr\Q/. ‘,“O’Q Sriijw t&i L z (R>L+,, &;d L. ..- (,' - E;2+ls di‘e b&i Q.‘sLii;lCcC ij 
ks. If this was not true, then, there would exist a shortest word h E X* such that 
there exists h’~ X* with iz t--s iz’ and (It, !I’) E LX i?u LX L. In this word h, we 
consider some rightmost redex leading to a word h’ fulfilling the above property: 
h = at@ where (u, v) E S, (Y, p E X”, h’= aup is such that (h, h’)~ Lx Eu Lx L and 
for every decomposition h = e’$fl’, with (G’, v’) E S 2~4 iaf < 12’1, {h, s’u’@‘) E 
LXLUEXE. 
As L, R and L, 1 - K play the same role we can assume, for example, that 
(h, h’) E L x E. We consider the unique word Cu (resp. p) which is S-irreducible and 
such that ~1 trlS Cu (resp. p k--lS p). - 
act. PV~ Fls rfor so.me r E R. 
As u is the rightmost redex leading from A to a word of L, the leftmost redex 
occurring ita p leads from h to a word Q#‘E L. By minfmality of h, as (Y@‘E H, 
any word /P such that aup’ I+ k” belongs to L. Hence c&k L, which proves 
Fact 5.28. 
We know that cuUp V’s r. As cy P-is 5, Q& I+ G$. the relation I---IS is 
generated by the strongly-injective c-system L ence the reduction 
a$ F’s 6vp must be a prefix of the reduction a$ I+ r. Se Liz@ Cs r- Fact 5.2% 
!s proved. 
act. iit;/3 Fls r’ for some r’E 
y Fact 5.29, &#/$ E E(v) and 
Case 1: &@ E E. Then -_tcp E L, which is impossible because LY@ = hk L’. 
Case 2: %.@ E E= &@ i+ c%.@ and by minimality of h, every step of this reduction 
preserves SJ. IIence Eu& L, contradicting Fact 5.30. I-Ience, we have proved tk:at 
L and L’ are both saturated by l-s. This implies that L is saturated by t-, s, so that 
[RI _ + c L. We have then the relations 
[IQc L=-UC_ =VOl_=[Q.: 
S 
I 
s s 5 
IIence (R),,=[R&. Cl 
5.31. Remark. (1) It is clear that our algorithm remains valid for basic, v-strict, 
finite semi-Thue systems. 
(2‘1 \ I L_.t G L ! <X V P ,A\ be a rnntavt r*ag (rr?~~z‘;t I-&here X is the terminal > I -/ ?_ _LI_:_-L,-llLr 
alphabet, V the set of non-terminals 
a-- -------- 
, B the set of productions and A, the set of 
axioms, is included in Y). G is proper iff for every rule (u, w) E P, w -i E. A grammar 
G is s;lid to be NTS [6,S] iff for every v E x (u).+, = [u]+, . As P is basic (because 
Left(P) c 1’) and v-strict (if G is proper), the algorithm described here can be used 
to test whether G is NTS or not. Another algorithm testing whether a cf grammar 
is NTS or not is given in [M, Part IV, I’roof of Proposition 3J 
Let us prove now that Problem 4 becomes undecidable if we remove the hypothesis 
“left-basic”. 
5.32. Proposition. The problem of partial confluence on a single word {f) is undecf 
dable *for strict, -finite semi-Thue systems. 
The next two lem mas will enable us to reduce the class equivalence problem ~GT 
confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue systems to the partial confluence problem for strict, 
finite semi-Thue systems, As the first problem is undecidable (Proposition 4.7) it 
will follow that the second problem is also undecidable. 
5.33. Lemma. Let f be a word and S, , S, be two semi-Thue systems on a$nite alphabet 
v r%. Lfl =Efl+ 8- 
(1) ~~4D,E~,t(u,v)ESyntx(X*,[fl,,), 
(2) V(u, U) E S,, (11, 2~) E Synt,&X*, [.f I+‘). -1 
The proof is left to the reader. 
This lemma gives a reduction of +hp ~:QCC L1lU klcsJJ equivalence problem for confluent, 
strict, finite semi-Thue systems to the word problem for the syntactic congruence 
of one class specified by a confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue system. 
Let us cons’4 ._I,er an instance of this last nroblem, that is a finite a!phahet X, three 
words wI, I w2, .f E X* and one semi-‘i-hue system S over X, such that S is confluent, 
strict, finite. The question is : ( w1 4 wZ) E Syntx(X*, [f ]+)? We can suppose that f 
is S-irreducible. Let u/ be a new letter. We define Y = X u { VV} and s = Su 
{(w, 9 w, (WP, W)}. g is v-strict with respect to the valuation v &fined by 
VIE X, p(x) = 1 and v(W) = max{(w,l, (wJ}-t 1. 
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roof. (I) Let us suppcsc that wI = k wt. T- 4~ p-we that 2 is partially confluent on 
{j} it is enough to prove that (j& is saturated by +i. Let g, h E Y* such that 
&j-J,; and g t-s h. g = uoWu, . . . Wu, where the words uj (i E [O, n]) belong to 
X*_ There exists a word g = UoWj,u, . . . Wj,,Un (where for every i~[l, n], ji~{l,2}) 
such that g t”g g t”sJ: 
Case 1: gF.sh. Then h=U,WmsaUi_~WUfWI’... WU,~ for some i~[O,n] where 
tpi ~-_s u:. Let US define E= UoWj,. . Ui-1Wj,U!Wj,+, . . . Wj,,Un. AS E-SE and S is con- 
fluent, h’l+jI Hence h t+ ?&jI 
Case 2: g I#-~ h. Hence there exists some i E [ 1, n] and some k E { 1,2} 
such that h=U(jWUi**. WUi-lWkUIWm.. WU,,. We define i= 
UOWj,Ul l l l Wjr_,Ui-lWkUiWj,+; l l l Wj,,Un* By hypothesis Wj, =L wk, hence g z L 6 SO KE 
WI AS and by confluence of S, I&f: Hence h Fi &+J: 
(2) Let us suppose that (f)~,= [j]*,-. Let p, s E X*, pwls -3 pW.s *+g pys. 
Hence pwls E [f]&,- iff pw2s E [f]+. A.s [j]+~-(jr& anci pWksEx’ (kE(1,2)), 
pwks E [j-j+ iff pwksE(f)&,. Finally, pqs E (f>.+ iff pw2s E (f>+. Thus, 
WI =L h-. El 
Proof of Propssition 5.32. By Lemmas 5.33 and 5.34 we have reduced the class 
equivalence problem for confluent, strict, finite semi-Thue systems to the partial 
confluence problem for v-strict, finite semi-Thue systems.. This problem can be 
reduced to the partial confluence problem for strict, finite semi-Thue systems by 
sending every instance (SJ) of the first problem to an instance (cl/(S), G(f)) of the 
second problem where + is a suitable homomorphism (such a trick has been 
described in the ~rz% of Proposition 5.18). Proposition 5.32 follows from this 
reduckn and Proposition 4.7. Cl 
5.35. Remark. Theorem 5.27 has been proved independently in [30] in the particular 
case where S is a monadic (instead of basic) and R is reduced to a single word 
(instead Jf being any rational set). Proposition 5.32 is also proved in [30] (by a 
reductiotl different from ours). 
6. Conclusion 
Let us summarise in two tabies the decidability results which are known about 
the five problems considered in Section 4 for finite semi-Thue systems, regular 
semi-Thue systems and finite c-systems (Table ) and the results which are known 
about the three problems considered in Theorem 5.17 for finite semi-Thue systems 
(Table 2). In these tables, “yes”, “no”, “eq”, “?” mean, respectively, that the 
problem is decidable, undecidable, recursively equivalent to the equivalence problem 
for dpda or that the decidability of the problem is an open question. An arrow from 
G. Shizergues 
of rewriting 
(for strict systems) 
(for confluent, strict 
Equivalence problpm 
(for confluent, strict 
fluent, strict 
Table 2 
VT Additional restriction on semi-Thue systems 
Problem Basic Left-basic No restriction 
S confluent, strict, finite (stated in [34, p. 3101) (Theorem 5.17) (Proposition 4.7 
+ 
Lemma 5.26) 
VI, = [fl”& 
SI \, 
S,, Sz confluent, strict, finite 
.,Pc- 
Y&3 






S strict, finite t Theorem 5.27) (Theorem 5.17) (Prcgositisn 5.32) 
_-- ---- -- 
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n --_pb7n- n tn.z.r;--! * I- _- &qr 
cl pluwl~lll 1 CUWULU J fil';i;iiCGi a liiems that from the result concerning p, one 
can immediately deduce the result concerning P’. 
In Table 1 it appears that, though c-systems are more general than regular 
semi-Thue systems, they have (up to our knowledge) similar decidability properties 
f * ., ; 2 I” \ ,v i&ii mlj’ one exception: the equivalence problem is decidable for con 
rational semi/Rue systems while it is not for confluent, strict, finite c-systems). This 
strengthens the intuition that the equivalence problem for dpda should he dclriCab!e. 
Table 2 can be considered from two points of view. From the point of view of 
the equivalexe problem for dpda: 
(1) we have reduced the general problem to the equivalence problem for a strict 
subfamily of the family of dcfls: the subfamily of languages of the form [fl+ where 
f is a word and S is a left-basic, confluent, strict, finite, semi-Thue system; 
(2) the three reductions given in Theorem 5.17 allow a new metho for attacking 
the equivalence problem for dpda which consists of studying finitely generated 
congruences. 
From the point of view of the deciciability properties of finite semi-Thue systems 
we have classified the three problems involved in Table 2 in three classes: 
- the decidable problems; 
- the undecidable problems; 
- the “very difficult” problems, this notion of “very difficult” being defined L A- uy LIIC 
recursive equivalence with the equivalence problem for dpda. 
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